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Eradicating extreme poverty continues to be one of the main challenges of our time…
The Millennium Development Goals set timebound targets, by which progress in reducing
income poverty, hunger, disease, lack of adequate shelter and exclusion — while promoting
gender equality, health, education and environmental sustainability — can be measured.
They also embody basic human rights — the rights of each person on the planet to health,
education, shelter and security… “
United Nations Secretary-General BAN Ki-moon1

An integrated Service Approach to Social Inclusion: Bringing Alice Springs Together, is an
evidenced based approach to achieving social inclusion. It draws on international and national best
practice in an effort to eradicate poverty, achieve universal education and create social, cultural
and economic inclusion for residents of the Alice Springs Town Camps, homeless Aboriginal
people and remote area visitors to Alice Springs – the three target groups of the Alice Springs
Transformation Plan.
Social inclusion and poverty eradication needs a generational approach, and a long term
commitment to fundamental change. The proposed model combines two core strategies – the
first is to create locational community driven response to social and economic inclusion, and
the second is to work towards a high standard of universal education. The strategic arms of the
approach are:
1. Integrated Service Hubs – Community Hubs. (Described in detail in Section 4.)
2. Universal Education – Education for Life. (Described in detail in Section 5.)

Through the Alice Springs Transformation Plan (ASTP) ìThe Australian and Northern Territory
Governments have made a joint commitment to make fundamental and lasting improvement to
the lives and opportunities of the residents of the Alice Springs town camps, and for homeless
Aboriginal people and visitors in Alice Springs.2
Tangentyere Council has worked for over 30 years to facilitate social inclusion and equity with
people living in the 17 Town Camps (Housing Associations) in Alice Springs. For much of this time,
the battle has been fought against a tide of poverty, prejudice, exclusion and poor public policy.
The new focus and stated commitment of Government to improve the lives of those living in Town
Camps presents an opportunity for real change.
SECTION 1 INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE							
Section 1 provides a brief overview of international best practice as a basis to addressing poverty
and social inclusion and creating sustainable and long term community change.
The United Nations Millennium Development Goals and UNESCO’s Early Childhood Care and
Education programs, provide valuable benchmarks for service delivery standards and outcomes.
The best practice of the World Health Organisations Community Based Initiatives Program, and the
Harlem Children’s Zone, are presented as effective measures in implementing these benchmarks.

1
2

http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/bkgd.shtml
http://www.fahcsia.gov.au/SA/INDIGENOUS/PROGSERV/AS_TRANSFORMATION
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SECTION 2 SOCIAL INCLUSION AUSTRALIA_______________________________________
The national and Territory context is discussed. The establishment of community Hubs/Centres,
similar to the model proposed here, is being used in both disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged
communities.as a way of creating social inclusion and improving family and child wellbeing.
This is in line with the principles outlined by the Social Inclusion Board:
In a place-based approach, the characteristics of the community and the location can be
brought together in an integrated “person and place” approach that focuses on outcomes
for people. In this context, the community and its needs should be in the centre of any
development - involving the community in planning, selecting and designing and governing
their physical and social infrastructure can be just as important as the facilities and services
themselves. Flexible spaces and multipurpose facilities can meet diverse community
needs, support networks through community events, meetings and gatherings; and support
the delivery of new, unforseen or occasional services.
Building Inclusive and Resilient Communities; Australian Social Inclusion Board June 2009

SECTION 3

ALICE SPRINGS COMMUNITY HUBS – CLOSING THE GAP			

Over the past 10 years, two Town Camps (Housing Association) have benefited greatly from a
best practice approach to social inclusion and community development. Section 3 outlines the
achievements of two existing Community Hubs operating on Town Camps (Housing Associations),
and their success in addressing social inclusion, community safety, educational engagement and
improving a range of social and health indicators.
The Centres respond to all Strategic Platforms/building blocks of Australian Government’s Closing
the Gap initiative:
1. Early Childhood
2. Economic Participation
3. Governance and Leadership
4. Schooling
5. Healthy Homes
6. Health
7. Safe Communities

Decribed in detail in Section 3, the Community Hubs provide programs and a service location for:
1. Integrated service delivery (providing a soft entry point to over 70 organisations into
the Town Camps)
2. Comprehensive early intervention
•• Early Childhood Development & Education
•• Education linkage and support - primary, secondary
•• Adult Education programs
•• Child and Family Safety & Domestic Violence
•• Substance Misuse - early response, education and linkage to treatment
•• Aged care and disability support
•• Medical and health care education, screening and linkage to clinics
An Integrated Service Approach to Social Inclusion
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•• Social and Emotional Well Being
•• Youth programs (including Youth at Risk Programs)
•• Economic and financial counselling
•• Employment and Training
3. Targeted case management
4. Community Safety Planning & Crisis intervention
5. Social and cultural meeting place
6. Resource Centre
7. Local Governance and Leadership
8. Employment & Economic opportunities
The achievements of the Hubs over the past 10 years are measured against the overarching aims
of the Closing the Gap objectives, the benchmarks of Australia’ Social Inclusion Board and the
Millennium Development Goals Outcomes include:
•• Increased family and community Safety/Decrease in Family Violence
•• Significant decrease in Inhalant Substance Abuse
•• Decreased alcohol abuse
•• Significant Increased education engagement of children and young people – with highly
improved numeracy and literacy
•• Significant increase in adult educational engagement and achievements
•• Increased engagement in early childhood education
•• Increased economic opportunities (including local employment and local micro-enterprise)
•• Reduced contact of young people with the Criminal Justice System
•• Improved Health Management
•• Local Leadership Development and Governance
Professional testimonies from education, health, social service, legal and other professionals are
presented as part of the evidence base of the important role the centres play in creating social
inclusion, and equity.
“Women whose safety has been at risk have been able to use case workers at the
Community Centres to arrange for safe methods of evacuation… After commencing work
at both Hidden Valley and Larapinta Valley, the Alice Springs Women’s Shelter noticed an
overwhelming increase in the number of referrals from these town camps. In particular, we
saw many women self refer who had never before sought support from the Alice Springs
Women’s Shelter services. This has had an impact on the safety of multiple women and
children. Of course, this has a flow on effect of ensuring that women and children have
access to a greater number of services in Alice Springs.”
Alice Springs Women’s Shelter
“…Absolute strength of the Centre is that it provides a strong conduit between home and
school. The knowledge of the workers in the Centre about family dynamics and the needs
of the children is extremely helpful.”
Heather Tubbenhauer Principal Sadadeen Primary School
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SECTION 4

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF ALICE SPRINGS COMMUNITY HUBS__________

This section descibes the first of the two major strategies of the integrated Service Model – a
locational community driven response to social inclusion.
Based on the overwhelming success of the existing Hubs and the benchmarks for international and
national best practice, Tangentyere is proposing that Community Hubs/Centres be established for
the benefit of all residents (permanent, homeless and visitors) of Town Camps.
Based on demographics, existing capital infrastructure and need, the new Hubs can be developed
over 2 - 5 years. Some Hubs will cater to more than one Town Camp. To cater to the populations of
15 Town Camps, 9 new Community Hubs, and expansion of operations of a 10th Community Hub
is needed.
The Community Hubs provide a major link to mainstream services and opportunities within Alice
Springs, while at the same time supporting and respecting cultural diversity.
The program can use existing capital infrastructure within the Town Camps (Housing Associations).
This infrastructure is currently not being used as Hubs due to the difficulty of acessing sufficient
funding to staff them. Each Hub can be fully operational at an annual operational cost of $409,368/
annum per Centre (not including minor capital works), which covers staff, other operating costs,
data management and an external evaluation. The Hubs will together cater to at least 2000 adults
and children, making the annual investment per person of $2,047 per annum.
“… as an RTO we have valued this partnership and the inputs and outputs of the centre…
Many advantages for learning, social enterprise, sense of purpose, safety, self esteem
building. ... We are looking at opportunities to do more delivery on the town camps but of
course it’s contingent on facilities.”
Batchelor College

SECTION 5

EDUCATION FOR LIFE PROGRAM______________________________________

This section describes the second of the two major strategies of the Integrated Service Model –
creating Universal Education.
The long term future for children and families lies in the education of our children. This requires
not simply access to what is currently available, but instead a new approach that responds to the
cultural, social and economic reality of our children.
The Education for Life program is an exciting and ambitious plan to bring education to all children
living in Town Camps. It aims to see every child not only engaged in school from early childhood,
but accessing the very best of the education system, using International and national best practice
and evidence. It is a program that aims for Universal Education.
This proposal looks towards the celebrated Harlem Children’s Zone, to lift the bar to a new level:
President Obama described The Harlem Children’s Zone as:
“An all encompassing, all hands on deck, anti-poverty effort that is literally saving a
generation of children.” 3
The Harlem Children’s Zone includes intensive early childhood education, parenting education,
allied health and social support, secondary schooling, mentoring and individual education plans
and college support to young people, tracking children from pre-birth to college.
The proposed Education for Life has a strong focus in early childhood education. The program
uses the standards and approaches of the HCZ and combines these with the experience that
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Tangenteyre has gained in delivering alternative education initiatives over the past 20 years. Core
program standards include:
•• Starting from birth (parenting engagement and education for early childhood development)
•• A six day a week, all year round program – ensuring kids receive the required school
readiness support, homework support and extra-curricula activity opportunities that are
critical to learning and maintaining school engagement
•• A high staff/teacher ratio
•• Individual education support plans
•• High quality and broad curricula that provide opportunities for children (seeing children as
able rather than challenged)
For our children to bridge the gap and to reach the standards of education enjoyed by other
Australians, they need an education program that extends beyond the standard educational
framework, and brings schooling into their family lifestyle.
Specialist Early Childhood Educationalists, and Teachers of English to Speakers of Other
Languages (TESOL) are core to Education for Life. The program includes the following:
Stream 1: Early Childhood
•• First steps – conception to 2.9 years ( parenting and early childhood development)
•• Little Deadlies – 2.9 years to 5 years (comprehensive early childhood education)
•• Transition Support – 6-8 yrs (mainstreaming to primary school)
Stream 2: Mainstream Engagement and Retention (Primary, Secondary, Tertiary)
•• school readiness
•• parenting engagement
•• education plans
•• mentoring and support
Stream 3: Wrap Around Support Services Reducing Risk
•• Allied Health Professionals
•• Specialist Teachers
•• Extended School Hours Workers
••
A LONG TERM VISION
The investment in comprehensive integrated and educational services within our community is the
only long-term solution to social inclusion, Closing the Gap and transforming Alice Springs into a
town of ability that includes all people. By 2020 nearly half the population of Central Australia will
be Aboriginal. A high proportion of this population is living in poverty. Unless we invest heavily into
Universal Education and effective locational integrated services, the future will be bleak.
We must aim for universal education and we must aim to eradicate poverty. Our children are smart,
able and deserve the best that the future can offer.								
													
An Integrated Service Approach to Social Inclusion
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INTRODUCTION
Internationally and Nationally there is an ongoing challenge to bring about real change in the social
and economic development of those who are most disadvantaged in our communities.
The United Nations, World Summit for Social Development (Copenhagen 1995) and the
Millennium Summit (2000) set global benchmarks, policies and principles for social inclusion and
the importance of poverty reduction, employment, universal education, cultural rights in achieving
real social change.
In Australia, commitment has been made to Social Inclusion and Reducing Indigenous
Disadvantage at the highest level of Government.
The National Indigenous Reform Agreement, Closing the Gap in Indigenous Disadvantage, is
a commitment to achieving lasting improvements in key social, health and economic indicators
for Indigenous Australians. The agreement identifies key targets, service delivery principles and
priority areas. It recognizes seven key Strategic Platforms:
1. Early Childhood
2. Economic Participation
3. Governance and Leadership
4. Schooling
5. Healthy Homes
6. Health
7. Safe Communities

The Alice Springs Transformation Plan (ASTP) is a further initiative where “The Australian and
Northern Territory Governments have made a joint commitment to make fundamental and lasting
improvement to the lives and opportunities of the residents of the Alice Springs town camps, and
for homeless Aboriginal people and visitors in Alice Springs.
The three broad strategies of the ASTP are:
1. Deal with Social Issues
2. Transform Town Camps
3. Reduce Homelessness
There is a focus on reducing homelessness through better coordination of services and the
creation of additional facilities.” 1

Turning Policy and Vision into Reality
Tangentyere Council welcomes the intent by the government to establish long term, sustainable
improvements in the lives of Indigenous Peoples.
The focus of the ASTP on those living in Town Camps (Housing Associations), those who are
homeless and visitors to Alice Springs is critical to the future ‘transformation’ of Alice Springs and to
bring about social and economic inclusion for all Alice Springs residents. How this vision is put into
practice, and how the resources are strategically implemented to support and include these target
groups however will determine whether real change will occur.

1

http://www.fahcsia.gov.au/SA/INDIGENOUS/PROGSERV/AS_TRANSFORMATION
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An integrated Service Approach to Social Inclusion: Bringing Alice Springs Together, is an
evidenced based approach, bringing international best practice to Alice Springs, in an effort to
eradicate poverty, achieve universal education and create social, cultural and economic inclusion
for residents of the Alice Springs Town Camps, homeless Aboriginal people and remote area
visitors to Alice Spring.
The proposal has two core arms:
1. Integrated Service Hubs – Alice Springs Community Hubs
2. Universal Education – Education for Life
Comprehensive Early Childhood Education and Development
Comprehensive Educational Engagement and Support
Tangentyere has an intimate knowledge and unparalleled understanding and experience of the
Housing Associations (Town Camps) of Alice Springs. For 35 years we have worked to attain
services, opportunities and equity to address the devastating poverty and exclusion faced by our
people.
Tangentyere has developed a range of highly regarded family, youth and social services and
community safety initiatives in our ongoing efforts to address safety and social well being for
people living in Town Camps and the broader Alice Springs region (see http://www.tangentyere.
org.au). Tangentyere remains the biggest employer of Indigenous people in the Northern Territory
(outside of Government) and possibly nationally. Our enduring goal remains to achieve social
justice for our people.
It is without question that waves of visitors, inadequate housing levels, social policy resulting in
drinkers being pushed into town camps, lack of infrastructure and endemic poverty have continued
to make our efforts an uphill struggle. This does not however diminish our successes. It is now time
to build on our experience, to expand on the successes and learn from our failures, so that we do
not lose all that is good, and so that we do not repeat the mistakes of the past.

Nothing but the Best
Tangentyere is promoting An integrated Service Approach to Social Inclusion, in an effort to bring
Alice Springs together. This evidenced based approach builds on our experience and introduces
international best standards.
Tangentyere wants to bring Alice Springs services into Town Camps and residents into town
services; through Integrated Service Hubs; comprehensive Early Childhood Education and
Development; Educational Engagement and Support Services into mainstream primary and
secondary institutions; and post secondary vocational support into further education and
employment. This requires a whole of life approach – working with children, parents, families
and communities, and systems. Both the systems and the families need support to connect, build
relationships, and develop the confidence and ability to succeed with one another. The approach
will close the gap between the systems and the community, between poverty and wellbeing,
between ill health and health.
In 20 years time Tangentyere aims to see the first children graduating from the first part of the
life journey – into either further education or employment. These young people will have been
supported comprehensively by all service agencies and will feel fully included in the life and
opportunities that Alice Springs and beyond can offer.
Tangentyere is seeking the level of commitment and resources that is really required to effect
any long-term comprehensive change in Alice Springs. This plan ambitiously seeks to eradicate
poverty, create universal education and create pathways to employment that will bring about
An Integrated Service Approach to Social Inclusion
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community safety and well being in the long term. This is a generational approach requiring at least
a 20-year commitment from Government if we are to see the real transformation.
The Town Camps (Housing Associations) in Alice Springs are some of the most impoverished
communities not only in Australia but also in the world. But at the same time they are socially and
cultural rich and people living in these communities have strength and skills and voices that must
be heard and included. Real change requires an approach and commitment beyond anything we
have seen before.
Over the past 15 years Tangentyere has paralleled much of the HCZ in philosophy and approach,
however resources have never allowed a comprehensive program to be implemented. Closing
the Gap requires the highest standard of services to be afforded to the most disadvantaged in
our community. In this way we will ’transform’ Alice Springs into a place of social, economic and
cultural inclusion and equity – a place of health and belonging for all residents.

An Integrated Service Approach to Social Inclusion
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CLOSING THE GAP ON SOCIAL INCLUSION THROUGH
INTEGRATED SERVICE DELIVERY
BUILDING COMMUNITIES OF SAFETY, STRENGTH AND ABILITY
SECTION 1
INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE
Eradicating extreme poverty continues to be one of the main challenges of our time…
The Millennium Development Goals set time bound targets, by which progress in reducing
income poverty, hunger, disease, lack of adequate shelter and exclusion — while promoting
gender equality, health, education and environmental sustainability — can be measured.
They also embody basic human rights — the rights of each person on the planet to health,
education, shelter and security… “
United Nations Secretary-General BAN Ki-moon1

International Best Practice
There is an established link between the ‘social capital’ and health of community, and the social
infrastructure that opens up opportunities for participation. Social exclusion, and “locational
disadvantage” are recognised as critical in the relationship between health and place. 2
“Increasingly evidence shows that social cohesion and social capital is critical for poverty
alleviation and sustainable human and economic development.” 3
The United Nations and the World Health Organisation have long been promoting the importance
of community decision-making and the agency of local peoples, in addressing poverty, health and
wellbeing. In September 2000, The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) were adopted at the
United Nations Millennium Summit, in an effort to dramatically reduce poverty, to remove inequality,
and to improve the health and education of the poor.4
Goal 1: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
Goal 2: Achieve universal primary education
Goal 3: Promote gender equality and empower women
Goal 4: Reduce child mortality
Goal 5: Improve maternal health
Goal 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
Goal 7: Ensure environmental sustainability
Goal 8: Develop a Global Partnership for Development

1
2
3
4

http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/bkgd.shtml

Baum F and Palmer C (2002) Opportunity Structures: Urban landscape, social capital and health Promotion in Australia;
Health Promotion International, Vol 17, No. 4, 351-361; Oxford University Press
Australian Social Inclusion Board June 2009; Building Inclusive and Resilient Communities;
Social Capital Formation as a Strategy to Promote Social Cohesion- examples from Post apartheid South Africa.
Glenda Wildschut Director: Leadership support and Development Centre ttp://www.un.org/esa/socdev/sib/egm’07/
documents/GlendaWildschut.pdf
http://www.undp.org/mdg/basic
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To address the MDGs, The World Health Organisation Community-based initiatives (CBI) program,
promotes “an integrated bottom-up approach to socioeconomic development, including health,
aiming at achieving a better quality of life for communities.”5
“There is clear evidence that community-based initiatives offer added value in bridging
inequity and have positive implications for health. The most salient aspects of this
approach are the organization, mobilization and enhancement of community capabilities…
bottom-up socioeconomic development models that rely on full community ownership and
intersectoral collaboration.”6
Integrated Intersectoral collaboration (access to a range of service to a community) is being
achieved around the world through the implementation of Community Centres and Community
Hubs. These Hubs are the vehicles for strengthening social capital and participation7. Such centres
are being established internationally and across Australia, in both impoverished and mainstream
communities. The needs of communities vary greatly, however the importance of building social
capital is common to them all. The Hubs promote local empowerment and relevance by engaging
local people to be both decision makers and participants in building the social economies in their
communities. They provide a gateway for mainstream services to access communities and to build
trust. Using the ability of local people to identify and address local issues is the key to effective and
long terms solutions to serious social disadvantage.
Early Childhood Care and Education is also internationally recognised as fundamental to future
wellbeing of the individual and the community. There is unquestionable data that indicates that the
health, social and economic outcomes of communities are strongly influenced by early childhood
experiences, development and opportunity.
UNESCO (Unites Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation) is a leader
in international best practice, and “advocates for Early Childhood Care and Education
(ECCE) programmes that attend to health, nutrition, security and learning and which provide
for children’s holistic development.” UNESCO also identifies the need for the “Non-Formal
Education (NFE) sub-sector” to complement formal systems, by integrating parenting, education
and early childhood awareness into community adult and youth programs.8
Leading the way in ‘whole of life/whole of community’ integrated programs is The Harlem Children’s
Zone (HCZ). The HCZ is internationally recognised for its success in bringing fully integrated
services for children and families from birth to college:
The HCZ pipeline begins with The Baby College, a series of workshops for parents of
children ages 0-3. The pipeline goes on to include best-practice programs for children of
every age through college. The network includes in-school, after-school, social-service,
health and community-building programs.
For children to do well, their families have to do well. And for families to do well, their
community must do well.
HCZ also works to reweave the social fabric of Harlem, which has been torn apart by
crime, drugs and decades of poverty.
The two fundamental principles of The Zone Project are to help kids in a sustained way,
starting as early in their lives as possible, and to create a critical mass of adults around
them who understand what it takes to help children succeed.9
The Harlem Children’s Zone’s founder, Geoffrey Canada, speaks about the chaotic and ineffective
services that were being offered in the community, prior to the HCZ. While there were a wide
range of service present across Harlem, they were ineffective and poorly integrated. He effectively
by-passed mainstream service provision and developed an integrated service approach by
5
6
7
8
9

http://www.emro.who.int/cbi
World Health Organisation; http://www.emro.who.int/cbi
Farrell, A., Taylor, C. and Tennent, L. (2000) Community Hubs: Their capacity to enhance social capital and service provision
for families and young children; Centre for Applied Studies in Early Childhood QUT, Brisbane Australia
http://www.unesco.org/en/early-childhood
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sourcing his income privately through New York and beyond. In 2009 the HCZ worked with a
budget of $48M. Its success is now being recognised by the US Government, who are looking at
expanding the model as best practice.
President Obama described The Harlem Children’s Zone as:
“An all encompassing, all hands on deck, anti-poverty effort that is literally saving a
generation of children.” 10

Tangentyere recognizes parallels in the experiences of the the Harlem Children’s Zone and the
Alice Springs Town Camps. While there are significant cultural differences between the two places,
issues of poverty and social exclusion are very similar.
Tangentyere has established integrated service Hubs to address chaotic service delivery, however
the education revolution that is being achieved through the Harlem Children’s Zone provides a
strong foundation to the Education for Life program proposed by Tangentyere.

10
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SECTION 2
SOCIAL INCLUSION - AUSTRALIA
Australia
In its Principles for Social Inclusion the Australian Government has outlined key approaches in an
effort to reduce disadvantage; increase social and economic participation and to give people both a
greater voice and a greater responsibility over what is happening in their lives.11

Approaches
1. Building on individual and community strengths
2. Building partnerships with key stakeholders
3. Developing tailored services
4. Giving a high priority to early intervention and prevention
5. Building joined-up services and whole of government(s)
6. Using evidence and integrated data to inform policy
7. Using locational approaches - Working in places where there is a lot of
disadvantage, to get to people most in need and to understand how different
problems are connected;
8. Planning for sustainability - Doing things that will help people and communities deal
better with problems in the future, as well as solving the problems they face now.

The Australian Social Inclusion Board has identified the importance of a place-based, integrated
service approach as key to social inclusion.
The integration of different resources and capabilities allows a community to respond to a
changing environment, deal with crises and recover, innovate and capitalise on economic
and social opportunities…
In a place-based approach, the characteristics of the community and the location can be
brought together in an integrated “person and place” approach that focuses on outcomes
for people. In this context, the community and its needs should be in the centre of any
development - involving the community in planning, selecting and designing and governing
their physical and social infrastructure can be just as important as the facilities and services
themselves. Flexible spaces and multipurpose facilities can meet diverse community
needs, support networks through community events, meetings and gatherings; and support
the delivery of new, unforseen or occasional services.12
The board reinforces the need to “Engage locals and use local resources, expertise, knowledge
and skills where possible.13
The Australian Government is developing Child and Family Centres across Australia in 36 locations
at an average cost of $8M per centre. These centres are planned to address social exclusion by
focusing on locational, integrated, strength based approaches as defined by the Australian Social
Inclusion Board.

11
12
13

Principles for Social Inclusion; Australian Social Inclusion Board, 2008
Building Inclusive and Resilient Communities; Australian Social Inclusion Board June 2009
Building Inclusive and Resilient Communities Australian Social Inclusion Board June 2009
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The National Indigenous Reform Agreement Closing the Gap on Indigenous Disadvantage speaks
clearly about the importance of: “working in partnerships based on mutual responsibility and
respect”; and the need to: “collaborate and partner with interested parties by directly incorporating
their advice in the development of options and identification of the preferred solutions”
Closing the Gap Service Delivery Principles include:
Indigenous engagement principle:
Engagement with Indigenous men, women and children and communities should be central
to the design and delivery of programs and services.
Access principle:
Programs and services should be physically and culturally accessible to Indigenous people
recognising the diversity of urban, regional and remote needs.
Closing the Gap also outlines The Priority Areas for action which include:
Focusing on Local Need/Place Based Approaches – enabling initiatives to be delivered in a
manner appropriate to needs in a particular location;
Strengthening Indigenous Capacity Engagement and Participation – promoting a strong
and positive view of Indigenous identity and culture; and strengthening individual, family
and community wellbeing and capacity as a necessary impetus to improved access to and
take-up of services (National Indigenous Reform Agreement: Closing the Gap).
The importance of social and cultural equity, local voice and priorities, joined up services, and
evidence base are critical to successful long term solutions. The Community Hubs address all
seven strategic building blocks for Closing the Gap on Indigenous Disadvantage. The two strategic
arms of Tangentyere’s Social Inclusion initiative is underpinned by the principles of both the
Australian Social Inclusion Board and the Closing the Gap Reform agenda.

Northern Territory
“What is required is a determined, coordinated effort to break the cycle and provide the
necessary strength, power and appropriate support and services to local communities, so
they can lead themselves out of the malaise: in a word, empowerment! “
Ampe Akelyernemane Meke Mekarle “Little Children are Sacred”14
Devitt, Hall and Tsey (2001) for the Cooperative Research Centre for Aboriginal and Tropical
Health, analysed the health status of Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory, and identified that
inequality, social injustice, dispossession and economic disadvantage continue to be central issues
in continued devastating health outcomes. hIt is recognised by these experts that “The health
of Aboriginal Territorians will improve when they achieve greater levels of real control over their
circumstances of their lives and their communities.”15
The prevailing service structure within the Northern Territory is silo driven (reflecting the rigidity of
Government bureaucracies and the funding framework). While there are services that cross the
whole-of-life spectrum, these are not delivered as integrated services, and historically have not
been delivered to address need. As a result there is a history of very poor services delivery to the
most disadvantaged communities across the Northern Territory
The Housing Associations or Town Camps of Alice Springs reflect the experiences of many
communities and suburbs of high disadvantage across the Northern Territory. Despite the
unquestionable poverty and need, services have historically found it difficult to engage with
residents in the Housing Associations for a number of reasons including fear, language and cultural
barriers and policy. Services are not coordinated to respond to the family or individual in a holistic
manner. As a result the history of service delivery has been piecemeal, unreliable (hit and miss),
14
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poorly coordinated and difficult to access. This has led to and contributed to the severe exclusion
and inequity experienced by residents of the Housing Associations. This exclusion is also faced by
people living in remote area, people living in public housing, in suburbs of high poverty and low
service access, and people who are homeless. These communities of people are all facing social
exclusion as a result of poorly coordinated and accessible services.
The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) are directly relevant to the Northern Territory. With
high levels of poverty, disease, poor educational and employment outcomes, and an ongoing need
to seriously improve child and maternal health, the MDG’s can be adapted to set the baseline
achievements that we all should be working towards in the Northern Territory. Most of the needs
are particularly relevant to Aboriginal communities, however they affect all members of our
community who are facing serious disadvantage.
Critical to achieving these goals is that solutions and direction are community driven and owned.
“Mr Fred Chaney, in retiring from the National Native Title Tribunal, was asked why successive
governments have failed so comprehensively to turn the story of Aboriginal deprivation around…
“… one of the things I think we should have learned by now is that you can’t solve these
things by centralised bureaucratic direction. You can only educate children in a school at
the place where they live. You can only give people jobs or get people into employment
person by person. … the lesson we’ve learned is that you need locally based action,
local resourcing, local control to really make changes.
But I think governments persist in thinking you can direct from Canberra, you can direct
from Perth or Sydney or Melbourne, that you can have programs that run out into
communities that aren’t owned by those communities, that aren’t locally controlled and
managed, and I think surely that is a thing we should know doesn’t work.” 16
While we have witnessed millions of dollars being poured into new programs, there has been little
change to the way these programs are being devised and delivered. The chaotic service approach
is being compounded by an ever-increasing number of service providers, few of whom have a
relationship or ability to work from a bottom-up approach.
The importance of community ownership in addressing issues of poverty and safety were
expressed by Aboriginal people to The Board Of Inquiry Into The Protection of Aboriginal Children
From Sexual Abuse 2007. To achieve change, people identified the need for:
• Dialogue
• Empowerment
• Ownership
• Awareness
• Healing
• Reconciliation
• Strong family
• Culture
• Law17
The Inquiry highlighted the absolute importance that local people are engaged at all stages of
program development and delivery. A key recommendation of the Inquiry was:
“The establishment of multi-purpose family centres or “hubs” in remote communities and
regional centres to provide an integrated holistic approach to working with families. These
will be a focal point for the provision of a range of local and visiting programs and services
including prevention programs, child and family services, specialist services (e.g. SARC)
16
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and public education programs. They will also be a focal point for reporting and action,
strengthening and incorporating positive aspects of culture, to assist local workforce
development and provide male and female workers “gender security”.18

Integrated Service Approach – Government
In response to the Inquiry, the Northern Territory Government has recognized the importance of
community Hubs and is establishing the model in remote communities as ‘Safe Places.”
As part of the Australian Government Family Support Package, the Department of Families,
Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs (FAHCSIA) and the Northern Territory
Department of Health and Families (NTDHF) have committed funding to establish and operate 20
Safe Places in 15 remote communities across the Northern Territory.
… Safe places are more than crisis accommodation services, their primary function within
the community is to serve as a hub for family violence education and intervention…
The Safe Places will work closely with Police, night patrols and clinics as well as provide
regular activities and community education programs related to strengthening community
safety and families.”19

Closing the Gap - Tangentyere Community Hubs
Tangentyere’s Community Hubs have been operating successfully in two Housing Associations
in Alice Springs for the past 10 years. The Hubs have resulted in widespread improvements in,
education engagement and outcomes, reducing family violence, reducing inhalant and alcohol
abuse, addressing social exclusion, and the key indicators for Closing the Gap.
In response to the desperate need for integrated, whole of life, service delivery, the Hubs were
developed with, and by, local community people. The intergenerational model reflects community
life and engages all ages and all family members. The involvement of families at all levels of Hub
development, planning and delivery means that the solutions are theirs, the success is theirs
and people are invested in a successful future. The Hubs provide critical case management,
community safety planning, and program delivery to address gaps and needs as identified within
each community.
The Hubs are consistent with international best practice delivering the model prescribed by the
United Nations and the World Health Organisation to address the Millennium Development Goals.
The Hubs “address integrated socioeconomic development and the social determinants of health
through community empowerment and intersectoral coordination.”20 The Community Hubs engage
all approaches advocated for by the Australian Social Inclusion Board
As with the Harlem Children’s Zone, the Alice Springs Community Hubs have been working across
the silos to address the complexity of issues facing impoverished Housing Association (Town
Camp) communities. The Hubs engage an integrated service delivery approach, looking at whole
of life/whole of community strategies
The model is relevant not only to Housing Associations (Town Camp communities) but other
suburbs and areas identified within Alice Springs as being populations of high need, high
disadvantage and with geographical barriers to services (e.g. Larapinta; The Gap).
Section 3 provides a detailed review of the - Tangentyere Community Hubs model and current
practice and achievements.
18
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Alice Springs – Long term change
Tangentyere is proposing the extension of Community Hubs to all Alice Springs Town Camp
communities, as a effective locational solution to social exclusion.
Secondly, Tangentyere is seeking to implement an Education for Life program, modeled on the
Harlem Children’s Zone, to bring Universal education to all children living in Town Camps.
Achieving transformation requires a whole of life approach – working with children, parents,
families and communities, and systems.
Tangentyere proposes the development of the Hubs for all Housing Association communities as
well as those suburbs within Alice Springs that are identified in need of such a Hub.
Section 4 presents the development plan for Community Hubs.
Section 5 presents the Education for Life program.
These parallel approaches together will achieve social inclusion by addressing poverty, education
and equity.
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SECTION 3
ALICE SPRINGS COMMUNITY HUBS - CLOSING THE GAP

Two Alice Springs Community Hubs in the Housing Associations (Town Camps) in Alice Springs
have led to significant improvements in social capital - shown most directly in increases in early
childhood and primary school engagement and outcomes, improved access and social inclusion
to mainstream services, and decreases in serious social harm including violence, alcohol and
substance abuse, and criminal justice engagement. Led by the community, the Hubs have become
places of community strength, voice and vision.
“10 years ago the kids were not going to school – many were sniffing or watching their big
brothers and sisters sniffing. The community started an intergenerational school - bringing
families into the centre to learn together in the same space – and the parents were fully
involved in the education of their children. The kids learnt in the classroom, the adults in a
room next door, learning art and a range of adult classes. Programs for youth at risk were
run out of the demountables. The families owned the programs and together built the Hub.
We invited in other programs and services, building relationships between the community
and Alice Springs. Over the past 10 years the families have taken agency in their lives,
through the resources and services at YALC. It has been incredible to watch confidence
grow, belief develop and people knowing that they can change their lives. We are in a new
phase now. After nine years being at YALC the kids are now going to the mainstream local
primary school.… It has been a great partnership and a great success. The art classes
have turned into an aspiring locally run enterprise. Now we want to make sure we can
support the kids through their life at school. We want to focus on early childhood education
and the adults are wanting to take their education and art enterprise to the next level.”
YALC Coordinator

Background
Alice Springs Housing Associations (Town Camps) were originally planned as legitimate suburbs
of Alice Springs, and were designed to meet the needs of the varying Aboriginal language groups/
clans who began living in Alice Springs over 30 years ago. As part of the planning of the Housing
Associations, Community Facilities were included to become a central Hub for community
development and community life. For the first 15 years there was some use of the facilities
however, a focus on obtaining leases and basic infrastructure, along with lack of resources and
lack of expertise, did not allow Tangentyere to advance the centres during this time.
Approximately 15 years ago Tangentyere began a more strategic approach to community
development and the broader social determinants of health.
As was found in Harlem, Tangentyere has found that while there are programs and services
available that span the birth to adulthood range within the broader Alice Springs region, these
services often do not join up, are under-resourced and are difficult to access in any coordinated
way for people living in the Housing Associations. This results in poor continuity, systems barriers
to consumers, under servicing, over-servicing and a chaotic service approach (as described
earlier).
For the Housing Associations the most effective response to bridging service delivery gaps has
been the establishment of Community Hubs. These Hubs have acted as a soft entry point for
services – increasing their ability and quality of service delivery and increasing access to residents
in the Town Camps.
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Part 1: Alice Springs Community Hubs – how they began
Tangentyere first began integrated, intergenerational, community driven programs through the
Detour Program (later to become Irrkerlantye Learning Centre). This was followed by the Yarrenyty
Arltere Learning Centre (YALC), a community hub operating in the Yarrenyty Arltere Housing
Association (also known as Larapinta Town Camp). Following its success the Hidden Valley
Community Centre was established in 2005. These centres have seen a striking improvement in
social capital, participation and access. A third centre, based at Karnte but providing a hub for both
Karnte and Anthepe Town Camps began operating on a part time basis in November 2009.
The Detour program was the first comprehensive intergenerational program delivered to Housing
Association residents and was devised as a means of engaging children into school who
were living in the most desperate poverty, alcohol abuse and disadvantage on the White Gate
(Irrkerlantye) Community. Living with no housing infrastructure (as they had no legal tenure) and
no access to any service support outside of Tangentyere, the Detour Program was established.
Run by the group of families connected to Irrkerlantye Housing Association (White Gate), the
program became independently operated as the Irrkerlantye Learning Centre. Irrkerlantye engaged
generations of children and their families into structured education, many for the first time, and has
continued to provide important adult education, a recognised Art Centre enterprise, school bridging
programs and community development to the families connected to the service.
YALC was developed at the request of the Yarrenyty Arltere community using the same
intergenerational model as the Detour Program. YALC was originally established to address the
immediate needs of young people engaged in serious inhalant abuse and caught up in the Criminal
Justice system. At the request of young people and their families, and with the support of the
Housing Association, the Hub was established. This was the first Community Hub to be established
within a Housing Association. Despite serious resource challenges, YALC reinforced the success of
the integrated, intergenerational approach to engage children, adults and families – with a focus on
education, family violence prevention, inhalant substance abuse, alcohol misuse, health, social and
emotional well being, and other social service supports.
At that time Yarrenyty Arltere was the main Housing Association facing chronic inhalant abuse
amongst young people and was struggling under enormous violence and alcoholism. Having the
Community Hub within the Yarrenyty Arltere Community, allowed the staff to provide direct support,
and respond to the aspirations of the families and the needs of children. The staff at the Centre
developed an intimate knowledge of people suffering from enormous violence and stress and
there became an ability to track and support these families and to build a sustainable response
to a future of safety for the children. Working with the strong members within families has been a
key approach, building on their abilities and providing them with the resources and tools to make
a difference. All social indicators including education, health, engagement in the criminal justice
systems and family violence improved for the community. For the group of families originally
targeted by the centre, it has broken a four-generation history of inhalant substance abuse, with
the current generation of children attending school. Through the Hub economic opportunities
through education, employment and enterprise have been provided for the future. The success has
been dependent on the ownership and direction of the centre with and by community members.
“When I first came here it was one murder per fortnight. That’s how bad it was and now I
can walk anywhere and I feel safe. It (YALC) has given everybody an education. Not just
kids adults as well.”
Daniel Forrester, President of Yarrenyty Arltere Housing Association
While there have been great successes at YALC, staff and families know that the road ahead is still
long. Children are finding it difficult to stay engaged in secondary schooling, and there continues to
be issues of alcohol and inhalants for some people. There is an ongoing need for staff and families
to be vigilant and to keep working together to sustain and build on their achievements to date.
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The success of Yarrenyty Arltere Leaning Centre highlighted the fact that children and families
who were at risk in other Housing Associations were largely unseen and were socially and
culturally excluded from effective support. A child at risk was known at Yarrenyty Arltere, a family
with unwanted visitors, young people sniffing, a person with serious health or nutritional needs,
women facing violence – all of these people could be supported through both early intervention
and response. Without this service embedded within the community, these issues could not be
addressed in a sustainable way. It was evident that to succeed in generational change, to build
communities of strength, and to succeed in addressing violence and substance abuse, that
services and relationships had to be developed within the community.
The focus was to establish another Hub in the largest Housing Association, with the highest
numbers of children and young people, Hidden Valley. Unsuccessful through Government funding,
in 2004 the Myer Foundation provided funding to “Advancing the development of a grass roots
community development model in Town Camps”
The Myer Foundation funding supported the wages of a local indigenous resident to work with
a part time coordinator for Hidden Valley. (The funding was also used to support a landmark
community development initiative at MPWETYERRE Housing Association - supporting this
community to become a Dry Area)
In 2005 the Hidden Valley community Centre opened on a part time basis with support from
ASYASS youth workers and the coordination of Tangentyere services (Playgroups & Youth
Services). In 2006 the Commonwealth Department of Health and Families granted funding to
the centre. In 2005, the Northern Territory Government announced improvements to the centre
to assist in the development of the early childhood education facilities. These upgrades were
undertaken in 2009.
As with YALC, The Hidden Valley community centre operates as an integrated intergeneration
centre. Its programs differ from those provided at Yarrenyty Arltere, however the underlying focus
on early childhood development, education, family violence and substance abuse and community
development is the same.
The Community Centres are an existing resource that can deliver some of the most important
social outcomes for people living in Housing Associations. Both YALC and Hidden Valley
Community Centres have proven the ability and importance of hubs to coordinate service delivery,
engaging regularly with over 60 other community services spanning health, education, children and
families, youth, income, social and emotional well being.
Prior to these facilities operating, much service delivery was hit and miss - providers were fearful
of entering the Housing Association and there was confusion and distrust of the system that
was failing people. Residents were not using mainstream services; often they did not know that
services existed. People living with alcohol and violence and poverty, and who are culturally
excluded from western systems face huge access barriers. The Hubs became a point of access,
safety and opportunity being located within the social and cultural life of people was critical to
effective service engagement.
We are attempting to help promote suicide safer communities and assist with mental health
education. Without the assistance of the community Centre Staff it would be extremely
difficult if not impossible to engage with the residents. For an outsider, no matter how good
their intentions are, town camps present an intimidating atmosphere. The community/
Learning centre’s provide an introduction to outsiders and also by association allow the
residents to know you are there for bona- fida reasons. They also present a safe neutral
environment for engaging locals in meetings or workshops.
Life Promotion; Mental Health Association of Central Australia
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I have always found that working in partnership with staff at these centres has been a
crucial factor in the successful engagement of individuals and families; and the key to the
effectiveness of my work over time.
Social Worker/ Counsellor Congress Social and Emotional Wellbeing Program
The centres provide a social hub for the community and respond to both the immediate and longterm needs of families. They have a powerful ability to respond to family violence, education,
child protection, substance misuse, health, and well-being and financial management within the
community. They do this in a way that is empowering and builds on the strengths and celebrates
the abilities of residents.
The Centres respond to all Strategic Platforms/building blocks of Australian Government’s Closing
the Gap initiative:
1. Early Childhood
2. Economic Participation
3. Governance and Leadership
4. Schooling
5. Healthy Homes
6. Health
7. Safe Communities

The Community Hubs are arguably the most successful social and community development
program to operate within the Housing Associations in Alice Springs.
The true efficacy of Community Centres will only be seen in the long term. With only 3 years
of full operation, Hidden Valley is seeing the sustainable changes in community culture around
education, employment, and family safety now emerging. These Hubs need to operate for at least
a generation before their long-term impact can be celebrated. During this time they need to ensure
that they operating as Best Practice, and meet the standards and goals set by the UN and the
WHO.
“The pragmatic view we take is that it will require at least a generation for any real benefits
to be achieved.”21

The Hubs Close the Gap between the residents, the mainstream services
and the broader Alice Springs community
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Part 2: What do the Hubs Do?
Community Centres are a Hub of the Community. They work with local residents to create
communities of strength and opportunity in the long term. The aims of the Alice Springs
Community Hubs include:
•• Social inclusion across all generations
•• Coordinated and integrated service delivery to residents
•• Access and equity - Improving social and economic determinants affecting health and
wellbeing
•• Providing whole of life/whole of community support
•• Cultural Safety and Social relevance
•• Intergenerational and Community driven & directed
•• Reduced poverty - Improved economic status of families and individuals with long term aim
to eradicate poverty
•• Universal Education – aiming to have all children of school age in education
•• Comprehensive Early Childhood education and development for all 0-6 year olds, with
pathways to mainstream education
•• Increased family and community Safety/Decrease in Family Violence
•• Decreased alcohol and other substance abuse
•• Improved Health
•• Improved Employment
•• Reduced Overcrowding
•• Community Stability
•• Reduced contact with the Criminal Justice System

The Hubs work with a family strength based approach and provide:
1. Integrated service delivery
2. Comprehensive early intervention
3. Targeted case management
4. Community Safety & Crisis intervention
5. A social and cultural meeting place
6. Resource Centre
7. Local Governance and Leadership
8. Employment & Economic opportunities
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1. Integrated Service Delivery
The centres provide a coordination Hub for a wide range of service deliverers. Over 70
Government and Non-Government services access the centres to facilitate their work. The
services include Child and Family Services, Youth Services, Legal Services, Police and Justice;
Education; Early Childhood; Training and Employment; Financial; Health (see table 1). As was
the case in Harlem, Alice Springs has many service deliverers, struggling to provide services to
the most disadvantaged. The Hubs have been able to deal with some of chaos and ‘hit and miss’
approach that often occurs on Town Camps. It also assists in coordinating and addressing issues
of duplication as well as gaps. The Hubs assist with improved access to mainstream services,
continuity of service delivery and integrated service support. They significantly improve the quality
of work undertaken by service providers.
The Integrated Service Hubs create social inclusion, and decrease systems abuse. They are
culturally safe and improve social capital, connectedness, access and community confidence. The
centres provide a soft entry point for external service, and support residents to participate in the
whole of Alice Springs community. They act as a conduit to build relationships. They Close the Gap
“It’s difficult to engage with town camp residents at times. Building relationships takes time
and the staff of YALC spend the time to establish these trusting relationships… having a
community centre there provides us with a space to go to first and check in with the staff
about residents needs related to our work. We have attended cook ups so that residents
can meet us and become familiar with us so that they might then engage about some of
the hard subjects like mental health worries and suicide risk or bereavement. The functions
that are coordinated through the centre such as the art exhibitions and the film nights are a
great way for outsiders to visit the town camp and engage with residents and see some of
the work that is being generated through the community centre.”
Life Promotion Program Coordinator; Mental Health Association of Central Australia
The Hubs empower both residents and providers. They break down fears and assist both providers
and residents to build confidence, knowledge and power.
‘It helps us work with other mob’ (other services)
YALC Resident
‘We get support for different things, money problems, with lawyers, getting jobs’
YALC Resident
‘It’s easier to call police when they are needed’; YALC Resident
‘it used to be harder for old people’;
YALC Resident
“It has been important to my work to be able to touch base with centre staff to be able
to get an idea of what other factors might be impacting on families, and who within the
family might be able to support any work that I might be planning to do. There was also a
big OHS advantage of being able to check in with staff at the centre prior to visiting some
households or people. In this way I could avoid volatile and potentially dangerous home
visits to families in stress who were likely to react violently to me turning up unexpectedly”
Counsellor, Congress Social and Emotional Well Being Service
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Table 1: Service Integration – List of Services that Residents engage with through
the Community Hubs of Yarrenyty Arltere Learning Centre (YALC) and Hidden Valley
Community Centre (HVCC) (NB this list is not an exhaustive)
SERVICES

YALC

HVCC SERVICES

CHILDREN, YOUTH & FAMILIES

HVCC

YALC

EMPLOYMENT

ASYASS

√

√

Tangentyere CDEP

√

√

Tangentyere Safe Families

√

√

Tangentyere Job Shop

√

√

NT Families and Children’s
Services

√

√

EDUCATION

Reconnect Youth Service

√

Central Australian Youth
Link-Up Services

√

Deadly Treadlies

√

Red Dust Role Models

√

√

Ketye (Playgroups)
Tangentyere

√

Alice Springs Women
Shelter

Gillen Primary School
Anzac High

√

√

Sadadeen School

√

√

√

Centre for Appropriate
Technology

√

√

√

√

IAD

√

√

Sexual Assault Referral
Centre

√

√

Deadly Mob-computer
café

√

Bushmob

√

√

DEST: Tutor program

Akeyulerre

√

√

Yipirinya School

√

Tangentyere Youth Activities
Service

√

√

Irrkerlantye Learning
Centre

√

NPY Women’s Council

√

√

Centralian College

√

√

Waltja

√

√

Batchelor College

√

√

√

Alice Springs High
School

√

√

√

NT Education
Department

√

√

Clontarff Football
Academy

√

Children Services Support
Program (parenting)

√

√

√
√

Congress Youth Team

√

After Hours Youth Drop in
Centre

√

Alice Springs Hospital

√

√

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

CA Aboriginal Alcohol
Programs Unit - CAAAPU

√

√

Centrelink (pilot
program)

Drug and Alcohol Services
Association Alice Springs

√

√

Tangentyere Council
Financial Counsellor

√

√

NT AIDS and Hepatitis
Council

√

Banks (various)

√

√

Clinic 34 Sexual Health

√

√

√

LEGAL
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Congress Under 2s Well
being program

√

Centrecare

√

Alice Springs Police

√

√

Central Australian Family
Legal Unit

√

√

√

Congress School Clinic

√

√

Positive Behaviour Support
Unit, Mental Health

√

Central Australian
Aboriginal Legal Aid
Service

√

√

Dentists

√

Correctional Services

√

√

Congress Chronic Disease

√

√

CAYLUS Inhalant
Retailers program

Alukura Women’s Health
Service

√

√

Juvenille Diversion Unit

√

Congress

√

√

Alice Springs Court

√

SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL WELL BEING

√

√

COMMUNITY OUTSTATIONS

Congress Social and
Emotional Well Being

√

√

Intjartnama Petrol
Sniffing Program

√

Life Promotion Program

√

√

Imampa Outstation

√

Funeral Service Providers

√

Ernabella Outstation

√

Family Wellbeing –
Tangentyere

√

Ntaria Outstations

√

Ipolera Outstation

√

√

RECREATION

PATROLS

Desert Park

√

√

Tangentyere Wardens

Incite Arts

√

√

Tangentyere Day Patrol

√

√

Town pool

√

√

Tangentyere Night Patrol

√

√

AGED AND DISABILITY SUPPORT
Hetti Perkins
Tangentyere -Aged and
Disability Program

√

School Based Police
Program
√

√

√

Interagency Networks
The Hubs are engaged in a number of interagency networks including:
Child Welfare Coalition; Young People at Risk Interagency Case Management;
Central Australian Young People Issues Network; Child and Youth Safety Committee
Town Camp Education; Central Australian Youth Justice;
Life Promotions Steering Committee; NT Family Pathways Local Network
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The centres encourage interagency networking and coordination to identify areas of need and to
develop partnerships between relevant agencies.
A number of different agencies working together and communicating regularly about their
individual programs and how they contribute to the “whole” intergenerational program.
Principal Gillen School

the Community Centres are like central meeting and information places where visitors can
access general information about services and about the town camp itself without intruding
on town camp residents private homes.
Universal Access Project Officer, Early Childhood Policy and regulation

The Hubs create connection within families, between families, with service
agencies and with the broader Alice Springs community in such a way
that healthy relationships emerge, and confidence and ability is built
for all involved.
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2. Comprehensive early intervention
Early intervention services are a primary focus of the Hubs. Establishing preventative programs
that work towards long term change is a priority. Families identify programs and staff facilitate the
delivery by a range of services. Early Intervention targets the whole of life and includes:
•• Early Childhood Development & Education*
•• Education - primary, secondary and adult
•• Child and Family Safety & Domestic Violence
•• Substance Misuse - early response, education and linkage to treatment
•• Aged care and disability support
•• Medical and health care education, screening and linkage to clinics
•• Social and Emotional Well Being
•• Youth programs (including Youth at Risk Programs)
•• Economic and financial counselling
•• Employment and Training
•• Men’s and Women’s programs

Early Childhood Development & Education (Playgroups)
Early Childhood Development & Education was originally provided by the Toy Library and is now
provided by the Tangentyere Ketye Program.
While the Ketye program operates on 6 Town Camps, only YALC and HVCC have a support Hub
for the program. Keyte provides the first (and for most town camps residents the only) critical entry
point and structured education to children aged 0-5 years. Due to limited resources, the program
operates twice a week for 3 hours. The program also supports parents in their parenting skills. This
program however is currently not comprehensive enough to bridge the gap and meet the needs of
children living in the Housing Associations.
*Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE) is considered the key early intervention for
the long term health and well being of the community. A comprehensive Early Childhood
development program is well overdue for the Housing Associations. Tangentyere is seeking to
establish comprehensive early childhood development program for all children living in Housing
Associations, through the Community Centres (see Below)
The Community Centre Co-ordinators are important links between Town Camp families
and community services. They know all the families and what’s happening within the town
camps and outside in the wider community.
… the Community Centre co-ordinators have been very helpful and professional in
providing information about the services they offer in each town camp. Their prompt followup with information and their attendance and active participation at meetings to discuss
better ways to deliver educational services, highlights their commitment to supporting
children and families to access educational services
Universal Access Project Officer; Early Childhood Policy and regulations; DEET
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Primary Education
Both centres have a strong focus on engagement and successful learning outcomes for education.
For the first phase of YALC’s operation was the provision of an on-site school for children, catering
to children from aged 5 to 16 years. At that time, these children were totally excluded from the
schooling system. Local schools explicitly stated that they were unable to accommodate their
needs. Most children were seriously affected by violence and inhalant substance abuse. Children
had both been users and had witnessed abuse across generations in their families. The YALC
School began a partnership with Gillen Primary School and the NTED. The YALC school program
painstakingly worked to engage children who had never before been engaged in any schooling.
After the first 5 years of operating and building both confidence and ability, YALC focused more
on primary education and introduced gradual exposure and transition to the mainstream primary
school. In 2009 the satellite program at YALC was closed, with a strong transition and support
program now operating. This has been an outstanding success of YALC, which now sees children
and families who were previously disengaged and actively excluded from the education system,
now fully engaged.

Gillen School has had a long and rewarding relationship with the Yarrenyty Arltere
Learning Centre over a period of some nine years. Gillen School has been responsible
for overseeing the primary schooling component of the Centre’s educational program and
through this we developed a close working relationship with the Centre’s staff. The YA staff
were extremely helpful in assisting with student welfare and engagement, nourishment for
the children, transport, home liaison and a myriad of other issues.
David Glyde Principal Gillen School

Hidden Valley has not operated a school but has focused heavily on school engagement with
local primary schools. Over the past 3 years they have established strong relationships with the
education department and the Sadadeen Primary School, supporting children and their families to
successfully firstly engage and secondly successfully maintain their educational life.

Hidden Valley Community Centre is an extremely valuable resource for our school.
a.

We have close contact with the Centre around the needs and wellbeing of students
and their families.

b.

They provide a vital link between families and the school encouraging them to
become involved in school activities

c.

Families are encouraged by the Community Centre workers to make lunches for their
children. These are delivered to school and kept in the school freezer for distribution.

d.

In time information about the movement of families between houses and other
locations

e.

Follow-up with students and their families regarding behaviour.

…Absolute strength of the Centre is that it provides a strong conduit between home and
school. The knowledge of the workers in the Centre about family dynamics and the needs
of the children is extremely helpful.
Heather Tubbenhauer Principal Sadadeen Primary School
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The last sixteen months I had been employed by the Education Department as a
Project Officer with (Indigenous Priority Program Unit), my project was working with all
Town Camps around Alice Springs. The team visited Town Camps regularly and it was
impressive to see the partnership that Larapinta and Hidden Valley Community Centre had
with schools that the students attended,,, The Coordinator is a very valuable position and
working with the team it gives the School and Town Camps families the same goal to work
together on achieving the best educational outcomes for our students. It would be great
if all Town Camps employed Coordinators and built relationship within the Alice Springs
Community.
Aboriginal Islander Education Worker at Sadadeen Primary School.

Adult Education & Social Economies

When I ‘m at home I’m thinking bad things in my head; but in the art room I feel better and
I think about what to make instead
YALC Resident

Both centres run a range of adult education classes in partnership with a range of Registered
Training Organisations. Programs have included Community Maintenance for young men; Living
Skills, Art & craft; Driving; Literacy & numeracy; Computer; hairdressing, Multi Media. In addition
education classes in relation to health, family safety and other target areas are provided.
For the past 10 years YALC has operated an Art Program, provided by Batchelor College, as
one of their core adult education programs. The program engages all generations. Through a
long standing partnership with Batchelor College (and an incredible commitment shown by them
as a training provider), the centre used Art as a vehicle to engage adults and young people who
are otherwise drinking or abusing inhalants. Its primary purpose was to heal people who were
damaged by years of grief and alcoholism. By bringing people together in a safe place, to express
themselves and connect in a healthy way, the art program was an important social and emotional
well being program. The program operated as an adult education program, an art enterprise
development program, a well-being program and a social cohesion program all in one.
The art and the program have developed to be a celebrated art enterprise receiving local and
national recognition for the art it is producing. The annual art and film night has been a way
of inviting all of Alice Springs to come and celebrate the achievements of the artists and the
community, bridging the gap between the Housing Association and the Alice Springs community.
By bringing adults and young people together in positive social engagement, creating art and
creating pride through exhibitions, this program bridged a gap of social inclusion, and has been
critical in strengthening the social fabric of the community. In 2010 the Yarrenyty Arltere Artists
move from being an adult education program to an independent art and social enterprise program.
‘Art programme has really helped the women’
Resident
… as an RTO we have valued this partnership and the inputs and outputs of the centre…
Many advantages for learning, social enterprise, sense of purpose, safety, self esteem
building. ... We are looking at opportunities to do more delivery on the town camps but of
course it’s contingent on facilities.
Batchelor College
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Community Safety program
Both YALC and the Hidden Valley community Centre have developed community safety programs
to directly address issues of family violence. These program have engaged a number of agencies
to work with the community to increase community safety through access, education and life skills.
The Alice Springs Women’s Shelter has had relationships established with both the
Larapinta and Hidden Valley Town Camps over a number of years. At both Centres we
have run a women’s program which aims at building relationships with women who may
become at risk of domestic or family violence. At Larapinta Valley, through the Learning
Centre, we were able to run a successful safety program with the children. This looked at
safety as a whole, from community to family, to personal safety.
Alice Springs Women’s Shelter
As part of this program at Hidden Valley, together with the Alice Springs Women’s Shelter they
have run a Family Violence Awareness program over the last three years with great success. A
weekly women’s session provides the women with a weekly ‘time out’. This also allows the ASWS
and the centre to discreetly talk to women who may be experiencing difficulties at home and offer
support and advice in an environment that is safe and relevant to women.

Social and Emotional Well Being
The Hubs in essence are places of well being. They allow people to remove themselves from
stress, to quietly, within their cultural life, slowly address the many areas of disadvantage that they
face. Within a place that honours their strengths, they are able to build their life skills, and create
opportunities for the future of their children. Through the Hubs people are taking responsibility for
their future.
The level of grief and trauma and depression within the community can not be understated.
The Hubs provide programs, and access to services, that support mental health and social and
emotional well being. It is this foundation that is critical in achieving success in other areas of life.
The Hubs coordinate prevention programs with Central Australian Life Promotions who promote
suicide-safer communities and assist with mental health education. They also facilitate counselling,
family support and community work from Central Australian Aboriginal Congress Social Emotional
Well Being Service.
Both centres have engaged the Tangentyere Community Well Being Program. This program is a
structured group program, providing skills and social and emotional support to address life issues
including domestic violence, parenting, communication and trauma.
It helps to overcome the language barrier and shyness of residents by having a person
who can help to facilitate the conversations. It allows for collaborative projects to occur ...
It allows for good referral pathways to occur. We have contacts and information related to
suicides that occur in the town camps that we might not have in the other camps.
Life Promotion Program Coordinator; Mental Health Association of Central Australia
It is the daily programs however that provide the fundamental support in building skills,
positive connections, confidence and wellbeing. The Art program at YALC for example has
been the primary wellbeing program, supported by the education, counselling and groups
sessions.
By providing people who have lived with years of trauma and chaos, a place where they
can each day sit quietly, in peace and dignity, express their strengths and be accepted, is
powerfully healing.
Leonie Sheedy, YALC Coordinator
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Health
For the past 10 years Tangentyere has made many attempts to create partnerships with
Government and health service providers to increase community based health care delivery, as
advocated for by the World Health Organisation in their platform for public health, The Ottawa
Charter for Health Promotion (1986)22.
“Health promotion represents a mediating strategy between people and their environments,
combining personal choice with social responsibility for health to create a healthier future”
(WHO 1986).
Local health providers have actively resisted a move to community based services, advocating
strongly for the traditional medical centre/clinic model.
The Hubs have worked actively to promote access to services at clinics and the hospital.
they have been great with bringing children to Paediatrician appointments and assisting
families who are experiencing difficulties to get to these appointments.
Paediatric Care Planner, Children’s services, Central Australian Aboriginal Congress

Where possible the Hubs have forged good relationships with the few programs that offer
outreach community services, outlining both the ability and importance of community based health
promotion and primary health care.
A strong partnership between the outreach child health team at Congress and the Hidden Valley
Community Centre has highlighted the benefit of Hubs in their ability to support education and
health promotion. The success has been due to a commitment by staff of both organisations.
Great resource to find Mothers and children on my Program…Staff great resource to assist
with sorting some of the issues experienced by the families as they know them very well
and we can work together to sort some of the health or social problems for families…Great
with healthy meals for the kids on our Program or playgroups to get them involved in…
They will assist with keeping an eye out for families or children of concern for us and notify
our team if review is needed… Great place for mothers and kids to go just for timeout or to
mix with others.
Paediatric Care Planner, Children’s services, Central Australian Aboriginal Congress

22

Tangentyere Family Health Plan
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Other Early Intervention Initiatives
The above are examples of only a few of the many early intervention initiatives that operate at the
Hubs. Other Early intervention programs operating at the Hubs include (but are not limited to):
•• Adult education (targeting both adults and young people at risk): RTO’s providing
certificates in horticulture, Drivers licence , First Aid, Literacy & Numeracy, Living Skills,
Hairdressing, Horticulture , Art & Craft, Family & Community Services, Community
Maintenance, Work Readiness
•• Family Well Being Course
•• Agency education sessions (legal, substance abuse, health, community safety, social and
emotional wellbeing)
•• Youth At Risk programs including school holiday programs
•• Youth programs including film courses, dance and music
•• Culture and Family activities– country visits
•• Parenting Programs

‘The centre has been really helpful in stopping the sniffing’
YALC Resident
“There is less stealing now”
YALC Resident
‘It’s good for the kids to come to school, and also the older people can also come to learn’
YALC Resident
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3. Case management
The Centres provide individual and family case management. YALC has operated with a male and
a female case worker for the past 5 years. HVCC has recently received funding for a male case
worker to complement their female case worker/coordinator.
To address poverty and associated grief, family violence and substance misuse requires
intensive ongoing support for individuals and families who are affected. Creating opportunities for
employment and life skills also requires intensive support. Many residents are culturally isolated
from the mainstream community and have significant cultural and language barriers. The case
work ranges from assisting people to make a phone call to getting birth certificates, driver’s
licences, arranging job network support, facilitating educational linkages, to facilitating substance
abuse treatment and rehabilitation, family violence support, counselling, trespass and restraining
orders, and a range of other needs required to create safety and life opportunities.

“I have no hesitation in suggesting that the quality of representation which our Service is
able to provide to our clients from Larapinta Valley is greatly enhanced by the information
and support that the case Workers provide.”
Solicitor: The Criminal Division of the Central Australian Aboriginal Legal Aid Service
Women whose safety has been at risk have been able to use case workers at the
Community Centres to arrange for safe methods of evacuation.
Alice Springs Women’s Shelter

The Case Work staff provide advocacy, cross cultural support in engaging with mainstream
services and assist with systems access and engagement. They coordinate a range of service
needs for individuals and families in an effort to address whole of life needs.
There is a wide spectrum of need within the communities, from people who are employed in the
mainstream workforce to people who are devastated by grief, family violence and alcohol. The Hub
is able to cater to this spectrum.

A senior elder accesses the centre regularly. He is literate in written English, and
advocates with a variety of organisations including government bodies, for his community.
He has his own transport, and provides support for his immediate family, and at times
for his wider family. This man requests assistance from staff to assist with banking
transactions, replacing his driving licence at the MVR, completing forms, proofreading
letters, and liaising with a host of services.
Residents who are independent, feel that through discerning use of the centre, limited
support can still provide significant difference to their lives.
YALC Case Worker
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The following family case study is an example of the complex work undertaken by the case
workers:

FAMILY CASE STUDY
Joy (not her name) is a 72 year old woman who has lived at Yarrenyty Arltere Housing
Association since the 1970’s. She has four surviving children, two of whom live in their
own houses at Yarrenyty Arltere. Joy and her late partner also raised four other children
whose parents passed away when they were young. Joy has 32 grandchildren and great
grandchildren. Eleven grandchildren live at Yarrenyty Arltere. Joy is the primary carer
for five grandchildren, three of whom are under the guardianship of the Minister. Four
grandsons are in prison, and the other grandchildren live outside of Alice Springs. Her
house is heavily overcrowded and is further burdened when family members from outside
town visit. Joy is a cultural woman who rarely speaks English.
Joy’s family has an extensive history of loss and grief. Alcohol and volatile substance
misuse, unemployment, low levels of education and ongoing violence effects all family
members. This family was seriously excluded from service networks within Alice Springs.
YALC has developed a strong relationship with the family, providing a broad range of case
work support, including engaging children and adults into education. Support has involved
some things considered simple, such as assistance to make a phone call to a service
provider. The case worker staff have created links with other service and have had an
important role in advocacy.
The family uses the centre as a place of safety, and support. Recent work has involved
advocating with the Community Justice Centre to address violence related to ‘payback’.
Assistance has included finding safe accommodation for people at risk, advocating with
police and patrols, and engaging FACS/NTFC to ensure the safety of children under
guardianship of the minister. To address adult family violence, case workers have
supported men and women including access to; a male counsellor and legal support; the
domestic violence unit of the police; a women’s support worker. Interagency meetings with
family have been undertaken to develop safety plans and behavioural support, resulting in
behavioural shifts away from violence.
The children have required significant support including; advocacy with NTFC; school
engagement; liaising with the mental health youth team; engagement in sport and
recreation programs; dealing with safety concerns; and supporting a young boy to ensure
he meets the requirement of his youth diversion program.
The children have successfully progressed from the YALC School to mainstreaming at
Gillen Primary. Case staff assisted Joy to engage the children in secondary education.
Support from Tangentyere Aged and Disability Services was brokered to assist Joy.
This extended family has demonstrated extraordinary resilience to overcome extreme
disadvantage. While they still face great challenges, they have worked through YALC
to improve their lives, and create an environment where elders are respected, and the
younger generation can achieve goals that have been unobtainable for those older than
them.
YALC Case Worker
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4. Community Safety & Crisis intervention
The Hubs have proven to be critical in assisting community and family safety. Since the
establishment of YALC, the Housing Association (Town Camp) of Yarrenyty Arltere has become
one of the most stable in Alice Springs. Just over 10 years ago, Yarrenyty Arltere had the
reputation of extreme violence with high visitor numbers and serious issues of community safety.
“When I first came here it was one murder per fortnight. That’s how bad it was and now I
can walk anywhere and I feel safe.
Daniel Forrester, President of Yarrenyty Arltere Housing Association
The safety of the community has been addressed by the range of interventions facilitated through
the Hubs including; a strategic and coordinated approach to unwanted visitors; young people
engaging in high levels of inhalant abuse and their associated volatile behaviour; reporting of
violence; education and community safety planning; male support programs and the protection of
women and children.
YALC has assisted the Housing Association to become stable and safe. Prior to YALC this was
the place that young people and older people came to ‘sniff’. There were high movements of
people, high levels of substance abuse involving visitors and high levels of associated violence.
The management of unwanted visitors has had a dramatic impact on community safety. In 2007
(7 years after YALC began) the Tangentyere Mobility Study found Yarrenyty Arltere Housing
Association to be amongst the most stable of all Housing Associations with amongst the lowest
number of visitors. Over the course of the 12 months study, Yarrenyty Arltere showed a permanent
resident population of 92% with only 8% of the population being visitors.23
By having Hubs located with the Housing association they are able to respond to immediate crises
within the community. Staff are able to support residents to contact police confidentially assisting
family members who are otherwise frightened to make reports of violence or petrol sniffing. They
offer a level of protection from retribution and payback, with individuals knowing they can quietly
inform centre staff of serious safety issues. Centre staff assist people to take agency in their lives
and to learn new ways to address violence and create safety.
Because the centre operates as a social meeting place, people are continually coming in and out
of the centres. This allows people to create opportunities to quietly and confidentially seek support
when required.
A range of services are involved in the Community Safety plans developed by the Hubs. The Alice
Springs Women’s Shelter, Police, Inhalant strategies through CAYLUS, patrols and FACS, are all
contacted to assist in crisis intervention and maintaining community safety.
Our ability to successfully build these relationships which continue to be ongoing, would
have been impossible without the structure of community centres at both of these
Town Camps. It was absolutely vital to program delivery to have these facilities on the
ground which could foster introductions to Town Camp members, act as a safe place for
discussion and ensure that clients of concern could continue to be monitored privately and
confidentially. Women whose safety has been at risk have been able to use case workers
at the Community Centres to arrange for safe methods of evacuation.
After commencing work at both Hidden Valley and Larapinta Valley, the Alice Springs
Women’s Shelter noticed an overwhelming increase in the number of referrals from these
town camps. In particular, we saw many women self-refer who had never before sought
support from the Alice Springs Women’s Shelter services. This has had an impact on the
safety of multiple women and children. Of course, this has a flow on effect of ensuring that
women and children have access to a greater number of services in Alice Springs.
Alice Springs Women’s Shelter
23

Tangentyere Mobility Study, 2007
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Community Safety - Interagency Case Study
Before the Hidden Valley Community Centre was opened, Family Violence in the
community was extremely high with assaults being witnessed weekly. There was very little
reporting to police during or after an assault and nearly all families believed that it wasn’t
their business to interfere. It was also noted a number of young women becoming involved
in their first serious relationships with young men, and the unhealthy patterns they were
falling into. The Women’s Shelter was also noting that given the high number of assaults
this was not reflected in women using the Shelter for support. Thus began a partnership
between the Hidden Valley Community Centre and the Alice Springs Women’s Shelter.
The Women’s Shelter came to the centre once a week and began with the support of the
centre staff to deliver workshops to young women about healthy relationships. Mothers,
aunties and grandmothers were encouraged to join in to support the young women. This
provided an opportunity for the shelter to develop relationships with all generations. It also
allowed us to informally open the dialogue, to discuss some of the barriers to accessing
other services. The shelter provided an education worker and a counsellor for each
session. This enabled a session to run, and importantly that support and safety plans for
individual women in need could occur. This support provided, so that the women were able
to access the service without anyone else knowing.
Over time workshops covered young peoples healthy relationships as well as other
aspects of Domestic/ Family Violence e.g. police stated that when they received reports of
Domestic Violence and attended no-one would speak up about what had happened and
who was involved. This led to a number of sessions about how to respond to violence,
reporting to police and sharing stories from other communities. Within a number of months
it was observed that when an assault occurred people would ring the police instead of
turning away and pretending not to notice.
Over time the frequency of violent incidents has reduced. The number of young women
remaining in unhealthy relationships has reduced. One young woman who had been
repeatedly abused by her new partner even refusing medical treatment after he had
stabbed her, ended her relationship with the support of her mother and Aunties and the
information and support they received from the Shelter and the Centre Staff.
Over three years the program with the Women’s Shelter has moved to a semi-formal
education program. Discussions are held over the relevant issues that are current, such as
Domestic Violence Orders, or those at risk. The shelter and the women have a chance to
meet and build and maintain relationships.
The Coordinator has noted a dramatic decrease in the number of Family Violence
incidents. In the most recent incident the woman locked herself in the centre for protection,
the husband calmed himself down, he didn’t assault her and the police had already
been called by other family members. When police arrived several people spoke to them
including both the husband and wife. The story four years ago would have been very
different.
Hidden Valley Community Centre Coordinator
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5. A social and cultural meeting place
The social fabric of the communities is strengthened daily by the social and cultural interactions
at the Centres. As places of safety, they allow people to meet in neutral areas, away from family
conflict, and participate and engage in positive activities.
Programs and activities take place each day. The Hubs operate as dynamic areas of social
strength, ability and engagement. They provide programs in a way that respects and supports
people’s cultural life and social reality. They are culturally safe.
With programs and planning always occurring with the community, there is an ongoing ownership
and empowerment of people surrounding their future and their lives. They Hubs contribute to a
stronger sense of social responsibility and cohesion.
‘It has helped both families come and work together, it supports both families’ (talking
about the healing of a long term family rift in one of the communities);
YALC Resident
‘Some people used to just go to the pub, now they come to the school’;
YALC Resident
‘Now all of Larapinta come together for meetings’;
YALC Resident
‘People feel safer now’;
YALC Resident
We like the centre, for doing paintings and with the kids. Safe place for people to sit down.
HV Resident
Before the centre we didn’t do much just sat at home.”
HV Resident
‘It supports the kids, keeping them busy and happy’
YALC Resident
We get a chance to go out bush’
YALC Resident
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6. Resource Centre
Due to overcrowding and endemic poverty most houses do not have basic resources such
as phones, and at times power. Educational resources and quiet spaces for homework and
other hobbies and activities are also hard to find. Most families do not have resources such as
computers and some do not have the basic resources for storing cold food and cooking a meal.
The Hubs provide a place of safety where all people are able to access basic resources.
One of the most valued resources at the Hubs is the phone, and case worker staff to assist in
making linkages with outside agencies. Being able to connect with the outside world is fundamental
to social inclusion.
People come and use the Hubs as places to sit, paint, read, connect, cook and share. The social,
educational and hobby activities and resources assist to build people’s skills, confidence and
opportunity. These resources provide people with the fundamental tools to build upon and express
their strengths and abilities.
7. Governance and Leadership
Both through local employment and local governance, the Hubs provide important leadership
development. Local men and women work at both Hubs, assisting with activities, maintaining the
grounds, liaising with community and assisting with program development. Community members,
who are not paid, also become involved in activities, giving them an opportunity to mentor, assist
and contribute in positive ways to their community and families.
Local Leaders
The President of the Governance committee for YALC is a 25 year old woman. She and her
husband were both chronic inhalant sniffers as young people. She was first a participant at
the centre as a teenager. Later she and her husband both stopped sniffing. She became
actively involved as a leader, assisting with program development and building her ability
to be a spokesperson and advocate. Her confidence has grown and she was awarded the
Northern Territory Young Achievers Award in 2007.
Her partner has also emerged as a strong leader. He is employed as a support worker at
YALC and his work includes grounds work, visitor talks, security, mentoring young people,
and arts program work. Through the centre he produced a film about his story.
Last year their son completed Grade 6 at the main campus of Gillen Primary School
after doing his first 6 years at YALC. In his graduation ‘speech” he stated: “ I want to be a
community leader.” This year their son will attend High School.
The Hubs provide many opportunities for people to become involved as decision makers, role
models, leaders and participants. Both Hubs operate with local Governance committees, made
up of residents who meet regularly to decide on the programs and direction of the centres. This
is critical in ensuring the Hubs are responding to the needs of community. It is also critical to
supporting people to take agency in their lives, to have confidence to make decisions and to
know that these decisions are supported. In this way, people learn to be leaders, learn about
success and learn about the steps that need to be taken to follow through and achieve their
goals. Residents assume responsibility to build a stronger future and the community shares in the
successes of the Hubs.
‘It’s good that people can come down and do work at the centre’
YALC Resident
Now I start a job there and it really helps me to look after my kids, and its good being busy
doing painting and helping cleaning up at the centre.”
HV Resident.
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8. Employment & Economic Opportunities
Poverty eradication requires a whole of life approach to a broad range of social and structural
determinants. Within this poverty eradication can only occur by building a suite of economic
opportunities for people. Many people living in Housing Associations are culturally excluded
from existing employment streams and many live with serious health and emotional issues that
challenge their capacity to enter mainstream employment. For many, receiving income through
Centrelink can be a major challenge.
Employment and Economic development requires comprehensive educational opportunities from
early childhood through to adulthood, income management support, training, and real employment
opportunities that are consistent with people’s cultural and social life.
The Hubs are at the early stage of this development. Through local employment opportunities,
training, education and financial management, the Hubs provide the foundation for employment
and economic development. The Hubs have developed relationships with Job Network providers,
Centrelink and the financial counsellor at Tangentyere Council, to assist people with financial
management.
The existing employment streams within Alice Springs limit opportunity for people living in the
Housing Associations. The development of employment streams that are based on cultural
knowledge and expertise would increase legitimate workforce options, and provide a structural
response to addressing poverty in the future.

Micro-enterprise
Through the art program, YALC has created the Yarrenyty Arltere Artists. This micro-enterprise
offers economic development for residents, that is culturally relevant. The artists (including
children) have developed unique products that are being nationally recognised and celebrated.
The annual art show at Yarrenyty Arltere, and the DesertMob exhibition have become two
important annual public events where residents can showcase their talents and connect with
the broader community with pride and celebration. The artists are involved in all aspects of
marketing, sales, exhibition and distribution. Through this they build the skills of basic business,
understand the money story connected to the enterprise and create an economic pathway towards
independence and out of poverty.
Our Art Room is for:
Feel strong and proud
Keep strong
Share each others company
Make us strong for our thinking and our bodies
Think about what to make instead of thinking bad things –
Learn together slowly
Share stories
Own this place
Work to make money
Have a place to feel comfortable
Make us healthy by doing stuff in the Art Room
Feel good to work together with family
YALC Art Centre participants – adults and children
An Integrated Service Approach to Social Inclusion
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Part 3: Hub Outcomes - Meeting Best Practice & Closing the Gap
The Hubs have been a success and have performed well against community needs, national and
international standards. They have been successful in improving core social indicators including
improved education, improved access to services, decrease in violence, increase in community
stability, decrease in criminal justice engagement etc. There is still great need in all areas, however
the Hubs are showing a significant ability to Close the Gap.

Table 2: Achievement of the Hubs against overarching aims
Community Hub Outcomes
Social inclusion across all generations
Access and equity
Creating coordinated and integrated service delivery to residents
Addressing social and economic determinants affecting health and wellbeing
Providing whole of life/whole of community support
Cultural Safety and Social relevance
Intergenerational and Community Driven & Directed
Increased family and community Safety/Decrease in Family Violence
Decreased alcohol and other substance abuse
Increase in children of school age participating in education and improved numeracy and literacy
outcomes
Improved engagement in early Childhood education and development, with pathways to
mainstream education
Improved Health Management
Improved Employment and Economic opportunities
Reduced Overcrowding (in some areas- particularly Yarrenyty Arltere)
Community Stability
Reduced contact with the Criminal Justice System for young people (particularly Yarrenyty
Arltere)

Despite requests Tangentyere has been unable to source funding for an external evaluation.
The above evidence comes from local evaluation and assessed by program numbers, feedback
from residents, stakeholders and evidence from staff. Tangentyere would welcome funding for a
rigourous evaluation of the centres.
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Table 3: Performance of the Alice Springs Hubs (YALC and HV) against The Australian
Social Inclusion Board’s Aspirations and Approaches; 24

Aspirations

YALC and HV
Hub Outcomes

Reduce disadvantage

Successful

Increase social civic and economic participation

Successful

Give people both a greater voice and a greater responsibility over
what is happening in their lives.

Successful

Approaches
Building on individual and community strengths

√

Building partnerships with key stakeholders

√

Developing tailored services

√

Giving a high priority to early intervention and prevention

√

Building joined-up services and whole of government(s)

√

Using evidence and integrated data to inform policy

√

Using locational approaches - Working in places where there is a
lot of disadvantage, to get to people most in need and to understand
how different problems are connected

√

Planning for sustainability - Doing things that will help people and
communities deal better with problems in the future, as well as
solving the problems they face now.

√

24

Principles for Social Inclusion; Australian Social Inclusion Board, 2008
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Table 4: Performance of the Alice Springs Community Hubs against the MDG’s
MDG

YALC and HV
Hub Outcomes

Goal 1: Eradicate extreme poverty and
hunger

Yet to Be Achieved – this is a long term
goal, however some improvements are
occurring

Goal 2: Achieve universal primary education

Substantial improvements in primary
education access and sustainability

Goal 3: Promote gender equality and
empower women

Improved Gender equality and
empowerment through community safety
programs, service access and program
delivery at the centres

Goal 4: Reduce child mortality

Improved access to early child health
checks and health services

Goal 5: Improve maternal health

Improved access to maternal health and
education

Goal 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other
diseases

Coordinated response to communicable
diseases outbreaks such as Tuberculosis,
rotavirus;
Improved access to sexual health care

Goal 7: Ensure environmental sustainability

To Be Achieved – Not Core business –
however improvements in overcrowding,
poor sanitation and environmental health
is part of the broader community impact of
the Hubs

Goal 8: Develop a Global Partnership for
Development

N/A re broader international goals
Applicable and being improved in terms of
local governance and poverty reduction

The Hubs of Yarrenyty Arltere Learning Centre and Hidden Valley Community Centre are making
improvements against their overarching aims and against both national and international standards
of best practice.
Despite this there is still much to do to reduce and ultimately eradicate poverty, and with it, the
connected issues of violence, alcohol abuse, disease, early death and grief.
The entrenched disadvantage and poverty will take a number of generational cycles before
fundamental change occurs. There is clear evidence that the Hubs are creating significant shifts
in community inclusion, access and quality of life. Every main social indicator is improving and the
Hubs provide a structure and model that can support people to further these changes and create a
future of opportunity, where their ability can be celebrated.
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SECTION 4
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF ALICE SPRINGS COMMUNITY HUBS

The Alice Springs Women’s Shelter has not been able to establish these relationships on
any other Town ... We recognize the high risk that women and children experience on many
other Town Camps, however the safety of staff members delivering these services cannot
be considered until established Centres are in place.
To maximize the safety of all and to ensure improved access to services, we feel that
a community centre on each town camp is necessary. One of the differences we can
identify between Hidden Valley and Larapinta Valley are the staffing levels. Larapinta
Valley appears to be able to function more consistently given there are a greater number of
employees based at this community centre.
Alice Springs Women’s Shelter

To create sustainable and real change across Alice Springs, Tangentyere proposes the
development of new Hubs within the Housing Association of Alice Springs. Tangentyere also
encourages the Government to consider Hubs for other suburban areas of Alice Springs including
Lyndavale and The Gap.

Community Hubs for Housing Associations
There is an immediate need to establish Community Hubs for all Housing Associations in Alice
Springs. Depending on demographics, need, and location, some Associations may share a Hub.
The Hubs require adequate staff to cover coordination, case management (with a family strength
based approach); and local employment entry points in liaison & centre support.
There are currently 3 Community Hubs supporting 4 Housing Associations. There is a need to
cater to the remaining 12 Housing Associations through strategic Hub Development. This will not
require Hub development on each Housing Association, but a strategic development based on
location, language groups and populations.
There should be centres on all the large camps, or clusters of camps. The camps remind
me of remote settlements. The ones without centres are like small outstations where
nothing happens. The ones with centres make clear progress over time. The residents
of Larapinta remember when it was too dangerous to go out at night back in the previous
millennium. There has been substantial improvement… The other town camps do not have
the range of services, nor the capacity to develop them. The centres play a crucial role in
community development.
Blair McFarland, Coordinator, Central Australian Youth Link-Up Service
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Existing Infrastructure
The Community Hub development is supported by the existing infrastructure within the Housing
Associations. There are 14 existing Community Facilities within the 17 Housing Associations. In
recent year 4 of these have received upgrades.
Table 3: Community Facilities currently existing on Housing Associations
Housing Association

EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE COMMUNITY FACILITIES

Proposed Hub

Anthelk Ewlpaye

1 + 1(clubhouse)

Yes

(Charles Creek)
Nyewente

1

Yes

*1(upgrades)
1
1
1
1
1

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

1
*1 (upgrades)

Yes
Existing

*1(upgrades)

Existing

*1(upgrades)
1
nil
No Infrastructure
1
nil

Existing
Supported by Karnte
To be supported by
Nywentye
To Be supported by Ilparpa
To be supported by Mt.
Nancy
To be Assessed – possible
outreach from HVCC

(Trucking Yards)
Mpwetyerre (Abbotts)
Lhenpe Artnwe (Hoppies)
Inarlenge (Little Sisters)
Ilparpa
Ilperle Tyathe (Walpiri)
Akngwertnarre
(Morris Soak)
Bassos / Mt Nancy
Ewyenper Atwatye
(Hidden Valley)
Yarrenty Arltere
(Larapinta Valley)
Karnte
Anthepe
Anhelke (Namatjira)
Ilyperenye (Old Timers)
Aper Alwerrknge (Palmers)
Irrkerlantye (White Gate)
TOTALS

nil
No Infrastructure
14

It would be good to develop centres on all the other town camps using the lessons
gleaned from YALC and Hidden Valley Centres. A broader funding base that supported the
employment and training of Aboriginal family workers would be great.
Counsellor, Congress Social and Emotional Well Being Service
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Development Plan
Tangentyere proposes the following development plan based on population, levels of young
children and young people, stability and infrastructure readiness:
Year 1-2:
Existing Hub support;
1. Karnte - staffing complement and funding increase to meet minimum staffing needs for full
time Hub operations
2. Yarrenyty Arltere – commitment to stable and coordinated funding arrangements to
decrease administrative demands. Independent Evaluation to be funded and undertaken.
3. Ewyenper Atwatye (Hidden Valley)– as per YALC
New Hubs to be established for:
1. Anthelk Ewlpaye (Charles Creek) Hub - catering to Kunoth and Scruttons Community
2. Nyewente (Trucking Yards) Hub - catering for Anhelke (Namatjira)
3. Mpwetyerre (Abbotts) Hub
4. Lhenpe Artnwe (Hoppies) Hub
Community Hubs Assessment & Community Development Plans:
•• Ilyperenye (Old Timers)
•• Aper Alwerrknge (Palmers) and Bassos - To be assessed for support through outreach
and inclusion with Mt Nancy in year 2 development
•• Anhelke (Namatjira) - Needs assessed through outreach and inclusion with Nyewente
•• Irrkerlantye (White Gate) – to be assessed against existing support provided by Irrkerlantye
Learning Centre. May be supported through outreach and inclusion with Ewyenper
Atwatye (Hidden Valley)
•• Capital works upgrades for Inarlenge, Ilparpa Ilperle Tyathe and Lhenpe Artnwe

Year 3-5: New Hubs established at;
1. Inarlenge (Little Sisters)
2. Ilparpa
3. Ilperle Tyathe (Walpiri)
4. Mt. Nancy Hub - also catering to Basso’s and Aper Alwerrknge (Palmers
5. Akngwertnarre (Morris Soak)
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Minimum Staffing needs:
Staffing levels for the Hubs have been determined based on population base and stability (i.e.
visitor numbers).
Hubs catering for a population of over 100, will require minimum staffing of a coordinator, two
community development/case worker positions, and two identified local employment positions for
Centre support and community liaison
Hubs catering for a population of 40 – 90 will require a staff complement of a coordinator, one
community development/case worker position and one local identified employment position for
support and liaison.
Ilparpa, Nywentye, Karnte, Mt. Nancy and Hidden Valley will be assessed for additional outreach
case workers for the satellite Housing Associations that they are supporting. This will be assessed
in year 1.
Would be fantastic if every camp had a Learning centre for the families or mothers and kids
to attend. There is a huge need for education with hygiene, cooking, and playgroups for
kids and mothers to socialize to prevent some of the social isolation of young Mums in the
camps. A great space for timeout from DV or anything that is unsettling in the home. Also
a neutral ground where we can also educate around the above issues. It would be
wonderful if every camp had one.
Paediatric Care Planner, Children’s services, Central Australian Aboriginal Congress
I have been most impressed by the evident rapport and trust which my clients and
their families have with the Centre workers. The importance of this can not be
overstated. These town campers are, it seems to me, profoundly alienated and
marginalised, and to have an open and supportive relationship with even one ‘outsider’
can be of critical value in accessing essential (and in many cases life-saving) services and
facilities which are largely taken for granted in our community.
Alice Springs Lawyer

Working together
The Hubs will become a coordination and connection point for services to residents and residents
to services. Government and non-Government Services will be invited to utilise the Hubs to
improve their access and quality of service provision.
Tangentyere services will be able to be coordinated in a more effective way to deliver to residents.
Existing living skills programs, Job Network, aged care and disability support, patrol services, safe
family, youth programs, Tangentyere artists and others will revise their service delivery to utilise the
Hubs to improve service outcomes.
The Hubs will seek support from Centrelink to expand its successful case management pilot
project at YALC, and Hubs will be able to seek further financial management programs.
The Hubs will seek stronger partnerships with health organisations such as Congress and Health
and Family services to increase community primary health and health promotion to residents.
Community Safety plans for each community that the Hubs are servicing will be developed along
with comprehensive community development plans with local people. Service agencies will be
invited, as they are at the existing Hubs, to part of realising these plans.
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Risks
The greatest risk will be ability to recruit and retain quality staff. The extended time frame
for implementation will allow this to be monitored and managed. Annual review of program
implementation will report on risk and development.

Performance indicators
Indicator
Partnerships with key
stakeholders
Building joined-up services and
whole of government(s)

Standard
Australian Social Inclusion
Board
Australian Social Inclusion
Board

Using evidence and integrated
data to inform policy

Australian Social Inclusion
Board

Planning for sustainability

Australian Social Inclusion
Board
Closing the Gap

Improved Numeracy and
Literacy
Improved access and
engagement in Early
Childhood Education
Improved employment and
economic outcomes

Closing the Gap

Closing the Gap

Improved Health outcomes

Closing the Gap

Reduction in poverty

United Nations Millennium
Development Goal

Improved financial safety and
management
Improved educational
engagement

United Nations Millennium
Development Goal

Access of mainstream services ASTP goal
by residents
Cultural Safety

United Nations Declaration on
Rights of Indigenous Peoples
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Measure
Type of service; nature of
partnership/engagement
Type of Services; coordination
in services delivery; program
partnership
Collection of data on agreed
indicators; use of data
in program planning and
development
Sustainability measures within
program delivery
As measured pre and post
program implementation –
External Evaluation
As measured pre and post
program implementation
External Evaluation
As measured pre and post
program implementation
External Evaluation
As measured pre and post
program implementation –
External Evaluation
Support to engage in financial
and income service support;
(how many, how often,
age, gender); employment
measures.
how many, where to,
age, gender; reports from
consumers, community and
service providers
Numbers of consumers;
numbers and types of services
access; location of access
Program supports & promotes
cultural integrity

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF ALICE SPRINGS COMMUNITY HUBS

Social Indicators (dealing with social issues and transforming Town Camps – ASTP)
Key Social Indicator
Increased family and community Safety/
Decrease in Family Violence
Decreased alcohol and other substance abuse

Increased education engagement of children
and young people
Reduced contact with the Criminal Justice
System
Improved Health Management

Local Leadership
Reduced mobility

Measured by
Community Safety Plan in-tact; reports from
consumers, community and service providers
alcohol and other drug support services (how
many, age, gender); reports from consumers,
community and service providers
Pre and Post assessment;
Reports from consumers, community and
service providers
Regular attendance and access to health
related support services: reports from
consumers, and service providers
Reports from consumers, community and
service providers
Pre and Post assessment

Funding
The Tagentyere Community Hubs initiative creates 9 new Child and Family Centres and additional
services to make a tenth centre fully functioning.
The financial investment required (excluding capital) is of $4M or $409,368 per Centre/annum.
The Australian Government is establishing Child and Family Centres across Australia at an annual
operating budget of $1.5M ($8M per centre)
The Hubs will together cater to at least 2000 adults and children, making the investment cost per
person of $2,047. This will be saved immediately through improved service access, improved
service delivery, social and economic outcomes.
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The Education to Life program aims to eradicate poverty, and to create universal education and
pathways to employment that will bring about community safety and well being in the long term,
to all residents living in Alice Springs Town Camps (Housing Associations). This is a program that
spans conception through to adulthood.

Part 1: Leaders and Advocates in Education - Background
Tangentyere has led all major educational shifts to create access to Education for disadvantaged
children in Alice Springs for 30 years. Education has always been a priority of Tangentyere,
led by key Executive members who were passionate about ensuring quality education for their
children. Despite this commitment, it has often been difficult to gain support for a vision of universal
education for children living in Alice Springs.
Tangentyere first led the establishment of Yipirinya School, which was founded in 1979 by Elders
of the Housing Associations (Town Camps). Starting firstly on Town Camps before moving to
Tangentyere Council, a school site was developed and opened in 1988. Yipirinya School is a
successful independent school providing primary and some middle schooling to children across
Alice Springs25.
In 1997, to address the education needs of both primary and secondary aged children,
Tangentyere began the Detour program. This intergenerational learning program evolved into
Irrkerlantye Learning Centre, servicing a targeted group of families, providing education to children
and adults and engaging communities of children who had never before accessed education.
Irrkerlantye is now an independent program.
In 2000 Tangentyere began Yarrenyty Arltere Learning Centre (YALC). YALC has had outstanding
success, also bringing a community of children, who were fully disengaged from education, into
education and into the mainstream system. The success was based on the intergenerational
model, which promoted and supporting parents to be fully involved in the education of their
children, and at the same time providing education for parents. By providing wrap-around service
support, YALC put into practice international best practice that is recognised as critical to school
engagement and success.
For over 10 years Tangentyere has been providing Early Childhood Care and Development
(ECCD) programs to families living in the Housing Associations of Alice Springs. However
limited resources has resulted in a very limited program. For this whole period, Tangentyere has
advocated for comprehensive early childhood services understanding this to be the long term
key to the future of all residents living in Housing Association. Meetings with Federal Government
Ministers, senior Government bureaucrats, repeated funding requests and Inquiry submissions
were all unheeded.

25

http://www.yipirinya.com.au
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In 2005 Tangentyere Council, DEST, DHCS, Alice Springs Quality of Life and DEET worked
together to formulate a comprehensive education program for children living in the Housing
Associations. The proposal included 13 elements:
1. Bus Services
2. Nutrition and Health Education
3. Social and Emotional Well Being
4. Clothing
5. Parenting Support
6. School readiness – early childhood education, parenting and bridging programs
7. After School Care and Holiday Program
8. Alternative Education and Summer Schools
9. Homework Centres
10. Weekend Support Programs
11. Getting Schools ready – welcoming and responsive
12. Home-School Liaison
13. Research and Evaluation

The model was comprehensive, recognising that it is what happens outside of the standard
schooling hours and teaching weeks, that heavily disrupts children’s ability to engage in school.
The plan was developed with local educationalists, and leading Indigenous education advocates
including the late Ngarte (Minster) E. Rubuntja who was one of the founding members of the
Yipirinya School. The model identified barriers, maintained a focus on mainstreaming and
school readiness and included the flexibility to respond to children with higher needs. The
model addressed the whole of life needs of children both within the educational system and
the preparation and out of school hours support that is critical for education to be successful. It
was estimated that the program would support up to 400 school aged children (including early
childhood) and parents/grandparents on Town Camps. Funding application was unsuccessful.
In 2009 Tangentyere Council, in partnership with NT Department of Education (NTDET) and
the Australian Government Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations
(DEEWR), commissioned an independent educational consultant to undertake a project to develop
an Alice Springs Town Camp Education strategy, to be aligned to the Alice Springs Indigenous
Education Strategy:
“The Alice Springs Town Camps Education Project was initiated to provide a platform
from which partners form Government and Non-Government Organisations, principally
Tangentyere Council, the NT Department of Education (NTDET) and the Australian
Government’s Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR),
could work together to build from existing programs to produce measurable improvement
in enrolment of Town Camp Children and Youth in schools; then from this consistent
attendance in school, vocational and higher education programs and the engagement of
parents and carers”26

26

Geoff Sloan ( 2009) T he Alice Springs Town Camp Education Project,
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The Alice Springs Town Camp Education Project presents a review into the literature, findings from
key stakeholders, and an education platform aligned with existing Education policy. It recommends
a 3-stranded approach to education:
Strand 1: Successful Learning – enrolment, attendance, outcomes, parents
Strand 2: Tracking people and progress - data
Strand 3: Partnerships – strategy steering group; key service providers

The Successful Learning strand approaches education in four phases, outlining key curriculum
outputs for each:
•• Early Childhood – Ready to Learn
•• Primary School – Success from the start
•• Middle School - Respect me
•• Secondary school – Learning to be an Adult

Using an international body of evidence, the report stresses the need to focus primary effort in
early childhood education, stressing, “Zero is too late.” The project also stresses the importance
of parental involvement in successful educational outcomes. In preparing children for school, the
project recommends that:
“To…enable readiness for school, projects should be developed, implemented and
delivered ‘on camp’ wherever possible.”27
To this aim, the project recommends ongoing support and extension of the existing Hubs (centres)
on Town Camps, as an important vehicle to achieving sustained educational outcomes.

27

The Alice Springs Town Camp Education Project, 2009, Geoff Sloan
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Part 2: Evidence and Best Practice
Many different studies show family poverty adversely affects children’s health, intellectual
capabilities, academic achievement and behaviour28

Research
International research and practice indicate that for children to enjoy a successful education
we need to focus on both children and schools.29 30 Ready Children and Ready School are two
approaches widely adopted in platforms for education, focusing on both Early Childhood Care and
Development (ECCD) and School preparedness3132
Children’s readiness for school is widely agreed to depend on five factors33:
1. Physical well-being and motor development
2. Social and emotional development
3. Approaches to learning
4. Language development
5. Cognition and general knowledge.

The importance of school being ready for children is fundamental to educational success.
It is the “responsibility of schools to be ready for children: to offer them a supportive
environment that enables them to blossom and learn effectively”34
Inaccessible schools, high student to teacher ratio; broad aged classrooms; poorly trained
teachers, poor approaches to dealing with language differences between home and school; and
poor learning resources are all related to school readiness. 35
Ready schools situate Indigenous culture at the centre of curricula, value the skills that
Indigenous children bring to school and employ Indigenous staff36
The School Readiness of Australian Indigenous Children: A Review of the literature by McTurk et
al.37 is one of the most comprehensive reviews of International and Australian literature relating to
school readiness, assessment, risk and protective factors and interventions, and its implications for
Indigenous Children in Australia. The review found the following evidence of Risk and Protective
factors relating to successful educational outcomes:
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37

Arnold, C; Bartlett, K; Gowani; S, Merali; S (2007) Is everybody ready? Readiness, transition and continuity: Reflections
and moving forward WORKING PAPERS IN Early Childhood Development; Bernard van Leer Foundation
Arnold, et al (2007)
Winter, Suzanne M, Kelley, Michael F (2008) Forty Years of School Readiness Research: What Have We Learned?
Childhood Education
UNESCO policy brief on Early Childhood, (Dec 2008) What approaches to linking ECCD and Primary School; McTurk
, N; Nutton, G; Lea,T; Robinson, G; Carapetis, J. (2008); The School Readiness of Australian Indigenous Children: A 		
Review of the literature; Charles Darwin University; Menzies School of Health Research;
www.HZC.org.au
Forty Years of School Readiness Research: What Have We Learned? Childhood Education, 2008 by Winter, Suzanne M,
Kelley, Michael F
Arnold, et al (2007)
Arnold, et al (2007)
Kage, Y; (Dec 2008) What approaches to linking ECCD and Primary School UNESCO policy brief on Early Childhood;
Division for the promotion of basic education.
McTurk , N; Nutton, G; Lea,T; Robinson, G; Carapetis, J. (2008); The School Readiness of Australian Indigenous 		
Children: A Review of the literature; Charles Darwin University; Menzies School of Health Research
McTurk , N; Nutton, G; Lea,T; Robinson, G; Carapetis, J. (2008); The School Readiness of Australian Indigenous
Children: A Review of the literature; Charles Darwin University; Menzies School of Health Research
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Child Risks
•• Low Birth rate
•• Dietary Deficiencies and under nutrition
•• Hearing Problems
•• Parental tobacco and alcohol consumption
•• Parental education especially maternal
•• Abuse
•• Single parentage
•• Poverty

Protective factors include:
•• Early Childhood Education and High quality care
•• Mobility – while this can impact on healthcare and education it develops resilience and
independence that can assist with transition
•• Reading at home
•• Learning rich environments
•• Secure attachment to a stable carer
•• Development of communications between schools and families
•• Local Indigenous staff
•• Community Ownership of programs
•• Home visit health programs – (reporting an internationally successful model engaging
specially trained indigenous teachers for ante-natal and post partum support)
•• Parenting engagement and parenting education
•• Inclusion of elders and extended family structures
•• Community based early interventions

Evidence also indicates the need for sustained high quality education through school life, as there
are high levels of disengagement for disadvantaged students as they progress through the school
years,
even as they stay in school, many children acquire – and nurture – negative persistent
patterns such as under-achievement, or low enthusiasm for learning, since they simply
move up the scale with whatever problems they may be encountering38

38

Arnold, C; Bartlett, K; Gowani; S, Merali; S (2007) Is everybody ready? Readiness, transition and continuity: Reflections
and moving forward WORKING PAPERS IN Early Childhood Development; Bernard van Leer Foundation
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Cultural Diversity
The links between culture and development are so strong that development cannot
dispense with culture… these links cannot be separated
Irina Bokova, Director-General of UNESCO39
The United Nations General Assembly proclaimed 2010 as International Year for the
Rapprochement of Cultures. UNESCO is the lead agency.
Cultural diversity is a driving force of development, not only in respect of economic growth,
but also as a means of leading a more fulfilling intellectual, emotional, moral and spiritual
life. … Cultural diversity is thus an asset that is indispensable for poverty reduction and the
achievement of sustainable development.40

It is easy to forget that Central Australia is made up of discrete Aboriginal Nations with distinct
languages and cultural practices. In managing the influx of these various nations to Alice Springs
over 30 years ago, the elders established Town Camp communities for these nations based on
geographical location. This was a successful and important social control plan that supported the
co-existence of nations in one area. As a central service area, people from the region have been
moving in and out of Alice Springs since it ceased be a restricted area for Aboriginal people. While
there has been some movement and mixing of nations within Town Camps, each Camp or Housing
Association remains strongly aligned to its Aboriginal nation identity, with related families and
language groups still primarily living together. Aboriginal customs and lore are still alive, and are
integral to the identity and everyday life of people.

“Indigenous people not only live across a very different range of geographical settings ...
but also experience a range of different lifestyles within these communities ... awareness
and understanding of the complex and often delicate nature of the social and cultural
issues at play within and between these communities is critical if Aboriginal learners are to
achieve equitable educational outcomes” 41

Building on the Alice Springs Community Hubs
When reviewing the risk and protective factors for successful education, the Yarrenyty Arltere
Learning Centre and the Hidden Valley Community Centre have been responding to each of these
factors through their intergenerational, integrated service approach.
The Hubs provide:
•• Learning environments
•• Assist families to create and maintain stable and safe attachments with their children
•• Actively assist in communications between schools and families
•• Employ Local Indigenous staff
•• Ensure Community Ownership of programs
•• Facilitate community early childhood health programs
39
40
41

Irina Bokova, Director-General of UNESCO 2010; Message from Irina Bokova, Director-General of UNESCO, 		
“2010, International Year for the Rapprochement of Cultures” http://portal.unesco.org/culture
UNESCO 2010;
Clancy and Simpson, 2002: 54-5 in McTurk et a. (2009)
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•• Provide active case management supporting child health and well being through referral
and support
•• Facilitate and provide Parenting engagement and parenting education
•• Include elders and extended family structures
•• Promote community based early interventions
•• Provide adult education building the education of mothers and fathers
•• Address poverty
Research across the board indicates that the engagement of parents in a child’s education is
a strong indicator for successful educational outcomes42. Ensuring parents are confident and
comfortable in their child’s learning environment is critical. YALC made this the core of their
intergenerational program – engaging parents in the education of their children, while at the same
time educating parents in a range of skills and knowledge. The mainstreaming of the children
was reliant on strong parental involvement. The relationship between Sadadeen Primary and
the Hidden Valley Community Centre has also highlighted the critical role and success of Hubs
in supporting families and children with education. The engagement of parents has had a direct
impact on retention and outcomes.
However the Hubs have also reported major gaps. Early Childhood Education is poorly lacking
and there has been difficulty in maintaining school retention once children reach the secondary
schooling system. Hubs have also found that supporting family engagement in education and
mentoring students within the system requires resources that they do not have.
The Hubs however provide the foundation upon which Education for Life plans to build. They are
similar in innovation and vision to the Harlem Children’s Zone. Harlem Children’s Zone, is an
internationally model that would complement and expand upon the achievements of the Hubs,
bringing an innovative education approach to the lives of children in Alice Springs.

Best Practice: Harlem Children’s Zone - A “Whatever it Takes” attitude to community
transformation
Education for Life will establish comprehensive Early Childhood Care and Education across
the Housing Associations of Alice Springs. It will build on the work of the Hubs to expand preconception to Adult education and support. Education for Life is an evidenced based initiative,
incorporating the vision and approach of the internationally renowned Harlem Children’s Zone.
While there are significant cultural differences between Harlem and the Town Camps in Alice
Springs, issues of poverty, education, health and social inclusion are very similar. The Harlem
Children’s Zone is an internationally recognised unique project that was established to provide a
whole-of-life, whole of community approach to eradicate poverty and bring universal education to
the children of Harlem.
“The Harlem Children’s Zone Project is a unique, holistic approach to rebuilding a
community so that its children can stay on track through college and go on to the job
market43

42
43

Forty Years of School Readiness Research: What Have We Learned? Childhood Education, 2008 by Winter, Suzanne M,
Kelley, Michael F
www.HZC.org.au
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The Harlem Children Zone in a comprehensive education program spanning birth to college. It
includes; Parenting College; Early Childhood Education, Primary School, Middle School, High
School programs, College support program, and student support for children attending public
schools in the catchment. The following is a very brief overview of the program, which is producing
strong educational outcomes (e.g. 100 percent of the third-graders at HCZ scored at or above
grade level in the statewide math tests).
The education program is performance based, setting the highest standards for teachers and
students. The child-teacher ratio is set to ensure that each child receives individual support to meet
their needs.
The parenting program or “baby College’ is a 9 week parenting workshop for expectant parents
and parents raising a child up to three years old. This is followed up with an Early Childhood
program that actively includes and expects the involvement of parents in the education of their
children.
The Early Childhood program, Harlem gems, has two components:
“ Harlem Gems is an all-day pre-kindergarten program that gets children ready to enter
kindergarten. Classes have a 4:1 child-to-adult ratio, teach English, Spanish and French,
and run from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m…
The Get Ready for Pre-K program brings in students before the start of the prekindergarten program school year. The six-week summer session runs for extended hours
during weekdays like the regular Gems program, helping children acclimatise to the new
schedule and readying them to start school”44
The Primary to High School education components are provided through the Promise Academy.
The Elementary (Primary Schools) began operating in 2004 and 2005 respectively. Students are
provided with intensive support, with at least 2 and often more teachers in each class depending
on need. Students come from the Harlem Gems and from the broader community, being allocated
a place based on a lottery system (giving everyone the same chance to enter the school).
Understanding that many children come with no previous education in literacy and numeracy, the
school systems provides a curriculum and ratio of support to ensure educational outcomes.
The Middle School began operating in 2004 and the High School in 2008. Throughout their
schooling life, students are provided with one on one mentoring support. There is a commitment
to individual time with children and each child from primary to college has an individual education
plan. The system has strong academic performance aims, and recognises the need for wraparound support services including child and community health support.
The education programs include a focus on Arts and Media, Fitness and Nutrition, Employment
and technology. The hours of school operation is longer than the mainstream, and includes school
holiday and after-school program initiatives. The HZC provides an academic mentoring program to
their students and to students within the broader community:
In 2009, 700 middle-school students were in the system, each with an assigned staff
person who worked with public-school staff to monitor the student’s academic and
developmental progress. Each student has an individualized plan and the case managers
find assistance for them when necessary45
The HZC also provides a College Success Office to support those students, many of whom are the
first in their families to attend tertiary education, to overcome the many challenges in succeeding in
their college life.
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Health and community hubs delivering integrated service support to the community support the
above academic streams.
“The Objective is to create a safety net woven so tightly that children just can’t slip through”
The New York Times Magazine46

Part 3: Education for Life program – Tangentyere Council
The Education for Life program is based on evidence and best practice, incorporating the
ambitious Harlem Children’s Zone model and responding to the protective factors critical to
successful education.
The Education for Life program spans conception to adulthood. It is an intergenerational model that
focuses on both Ready Kids and Ready Schools.
Education for Life demands the best of children, families, educators, community, service providers
and government.
To bridge the gap, and to create successful Universal education for all children through to
adulthood, Education for Life has the following underlying premises;
•• Disadvantaged children are able to perform at the highest academic standards
•• Children must receive the very best in educational systems.
•• Education programs must expect more, provide more and provide wrap around services to
address risks
•• Education is a whole of family affair
Education for Life will model the following components of the HCZ:
•• Education from Birth – Parenting education & early childhood development tracking (First
Steps)
•• Extended hours education progam (Best all year Round)
•• Comprehensive early childhood education with advanced curriculum (Little Deadlies)
•• Individual Education Plans
•• Intergrated social service support
•• High staff=student ratios
The Education for Life program aims to within a generation achieve:
•• Universal Education to all children living in Housing Associations and broader Alice Springs
•• Academic outcomes that meet national standards as a minimum
•• Adults who are ready to enter the workforce and/or tertiary education
•• A network of western educated and community responsible adults, supporting children in
education
•• Adults who are strong in culture, identity and language
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The broader outcomes will include improved health, social and emotional well being, social
inclusion and empowerment.
While much is spoken of the failings of our families in relation to alcohol and violence, little is
celebrated of the ability in our community to parent and care for our children. Education for life
recognises the strength of Aboriginal parenting. From birth the extended kinship provides a wealth
of physical, language and emotional input, supporting cognitive development, fine and gross motor
development, and social development. Babies and children are highly stimulated, and kinship
parenting encourages children to explore in a supported environment. Due to issues of poverty,
cultural exclusion and social stress, our children are unable to benefit from these strengths, within
mainstream Alice Springs. Education for Life will incorporate the very best of Aboriginal and
Western parenting and education.

Partnerships - Steering Committee
The Education for Life Steering Committee will invite representation from NT Department of
Education (NTDET), and the Australian Government’s Department of Education, Employment
and Workplace Relations (DEEWR). Places will be available for parent representation; Tertiary
Education provider; Primary School Principal; Secondary School Partner and the Alice Springs
Transformation Committee.
The Steering Committee will be convened quarterly. On-site visits will be included in the functions
of the committee. The Director of Education for Life will provide quarterly reports to the committee.
The Director of Education will convene the Committee for Life.
The Steering Committee is part of the Partnership strand recommended by The Alice Springs Town
Camp Education Project

Hubs
To ensure community ownership, family engagement, and integrated service delivery, the
Education for Life program will run through the Alice Springs Hubs.
Over the past 10 years YALC and HVCC have identified and coordinated the wrap-around services
critical to successful school engagement. The intergenerational model of the Hubs involves the
community at every stage, ensuring that they are the catalysts for change, by being personally
invested in the success of their children.
The Education for Life program will consolidate and streamline some of the existing core program
areas, and introduce new services to fill the large gaps that currently exist in early childhood
education and development, and education support services.
As recommended by The Alice Springs Town Camps Education Project, each Hub will be outfitted
with Computer and IT areas for access and use of students, recognising that most students will not
have the financial or home environment to support these resources which are critical to education,
access and inclusion.

There are calls in the literature, chiefly via consultations with Indigenous communities
for an integrated approach to early child health and education, incorporating prenatal,
parenting and preschool components within ‘hub’ centres (NTDE, 1999: 11; Ball, 2003: 7;
SNAICC, 2004a: 60-2; Walker, 2004: 57; Cleary, 2005: 7-8).47
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Children are exposed to high level of violence and alcohol abuse, and they are also often
surrounded by supportive extended family. Using a family strength based model, parenting
engagement and high quality extended structured education programs, Education for Life aims to
shift the daily living culture within the communities, to one of engagement and opportunities.

The Best All Year Around
The Education for Life program will operate as a six day a week, all year round program. For our
children to bridge the gap and to reach the standards of education enjoyed by other Australians,
they need an education program that extends beyond the standard educational framework, and
brings education into their lifestyle.
There is both international and local qualitative evidence indicating the school engagement is
seriously affected by what occurs outside of ‘normal’ school hours. Yarrenyty Arltere Learning
Centre found that the absence of structured school holiday programs seriously undermined the
ability of the centre to re-engage children after holiday periods. Each year they seek funding to
provide a school holiday program to keep kids engaged and ready for school.
The Harlem Children’s Zone provides full day programs and pre-term (holiday) education programs
for students.
The extended school hours program will include: sport, recreation, dance, IT, homework sessions
(using the Hubs as homework centres); music, and culture. Out of school hours workers will team
up with specialist teachers to provide the extended school program to students. The Out of School
workers will also focus on bringing children and young people into the mainstream sport and
recreational life of Alice Springs.
The programs will be used as incentive program’s for school participation and engagement. It is
these activities that children will be keen to engage with. Children not attending school will not
be able to participate in all program areas. The extra-curricula extended hours program will be
presented as an award to students attending school. Reward based systems are proven to be the
most effective in affecting behaviour change than punitive approaches.
The program will extend normal school hours to 6 pm each weekday and will include a Saturday
program. The extended school program will have a strong health and nutrition focus. It will provide
6 days a week programs throughout the school holiday period, being supported by the Early
Childhood Education teams.

Education for Life Program Streams
Stream 1: Early Childhood (0-8 years)
…despite the internationally accepted definition of early years as ages 0–8, (do) early
childhood professionals and policy-makers almost always ignore 6–8-year-olds and
consider early childhood development (ECD) as pertaining only to the pre-school years48

The Early Childhood Care and Development stream will include a 6-day a week program for 0-8
year olds, providing children with the highest level of intensive early childhood development.
The program will include a school readiness support program ensuring children are ready to enter
the mainstream education system for their primary school years. During their first few years at
primary school (until aged 8 years) children will be assisted through the critical period of transition.
48
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The Education for Life program focuses on three early childhood periods:
•• First steps: Conception to 2.9 years
•• Little Deadlies: 2.9 to 5 years
•• Transition Support: 6-8 years

First steps: Conception – 2.9 yrs
Interactions during the first few years substantially shape a child’s neural pathways49.
Conception to 2.9 years will include the following components:

Structured Playgroups
Structured playgroups will provide essential cognitive and physical stimulation for children.
Playgroups will introduce educational pathways in social, emotional, language, music and physical
development, with a focus on English numeracy and literacy. Health and nutrition will be core
components of the program, through partnerships with existing health providers and through the
Multi-disciplinary education support team.
A staff child ration of 4:1 will be maintained ensuring children and parents receive intensive
support.
Playgroups will operate from 8.30 am – 1 pm daily. The Playgroups will run all year around.
The program will focus on both baby care and toddler care. It will include active parenting
support and education, providing information and skills to parents regarding child development.
Grandmothers will be actively approached to participate as paid workers. Qualified child care staff
with training in early childhood development will be core staff team.
An Active Outreach component will work within the community, encouraging and supporting
families to engage with the playgroups, and providing in-home support for education.
From 1-5 pm parents will be supported to utilise the resources of the Hub if additional parenting
support is required.
Local Young people will be targeted for training in childcare and early childhood development.

Ante-natal education and support:
Maternal Health is regarded as a major risk factor to educational outcomes for children, as are
health related issues such as auditory problems. A qualified and experienced Health Promotion
Specialist with experience in maternal health will be employed to provide family based maternal
health. Two local Aboriginal health workers, a male and a female, will be employed to ensure first
language education to families. First language health education is rarely available, creating huge
gaps in knowledge and understanding of health related issues. To ensure that people are equipped
with knowledge, and are being encouraged to take agency in their health and the health of their
child, this team will provide the very best knowledge in the most accessible form. The team will
engage both men and women. Working within each family, the team will provide education and
referral to tertiary health services such as Congress and the Hospital.
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Parenting program
The parenting program will include two components. A qualified counselor will deliver structured
education sessions over 10 weeks, introducing parents to positive parenting techniques, and
components of the more comprehensive Family Well Being program.
The Active parenting program will continue through the structured playgroups. Parenting skills
will be developed in reading to children, introduction to English numeracy and literacy; positive
parenting; role modeling; and cultural life. Reading at home will be encouraged as an important
family engagement strategy.

Little Deadlies 2.9-5 yrs
The Little Deadlies program will provide an intensive and structured early educational program, in
social, emotional, educational, music, cultural and physical development, with a focus on numeracy
and literacy.
This program will operate from 8.30 – 5 pm Monday to Friday, and Saturday mornings from 9.00- 1
p.m
The languages program will include:
•• Intensive English will be part of the core program delivered by the Early Childhood
Educators and supported by a qualified TESOL teacher (Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Language or TESOL – previously ESL).
•• An Aboriginal language primary language of the students will be taught
•• A regional Asian language (Chinese, Indian, Japanese) will be taught in recognition of the
future world economic and population base – students progressing to university will benefit
from this exposure - this also begins the teaching of the broader economic and social
world, encouraging interest and confidence to learn and engage into the future

Saturday mornings will offer a range of structured sessions in arts and culture – with introduction to
dance & movement, sports, and music.
The staff: student ratio will be 4:1, led by a trained Early Childhood Educationist and supported
by a local Early Childhood Support worker. This worker will be targeted from the immediate
community, creating employment, local engagement and training platform to future employment.
Grandmothers will be encouraged to participate as tutors and teachers alongside Western
Qualified Early Childhood teachers.
Parents will be encouraged to participate in the classrooms, and in the activities. They will be
actively mentored in how to support their child through their education.
During their final 6 months of Little Deadlies, parents and students will begin their engagement with
the mainstream school for the following year. The Transition support workers will work with the
Early Childhood Education team to build a strong educational plan with parents and the primary
school that the child will be attending.
Students and their families will be actively supported throughout their early childhood years (up
until age 9) and until the end of their primary schooling.
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Transition Support 6-8
There are currently no plans to begin a dedicated school as per the Harlem Children’s Zone. The
relationships developed with Gillen Primary School, Sadadeen Primary School and Yipirinya school
present opportunities to develop an intensive primary school support program to sustain children
in school and build on their educational successes from the intensive Little Deadlies program. The
Transition Support program will include one on one education plans, family support, outside school
hours programs, weekend and holiday programs to build a comprehensive educational platform for
children.
The link between pre-school and school is recognized as a significant shift in structure,
expectation, and lifestyle. Internationally the need to transition carefully has been recognized. An
intensive one on one support system is part of the transition program. Children (and their families)
coming into transition will be supported by a transition case worker. This individual education plan
model is reflected in the Harlem Children’s Zone program, where children and supported through
individualized plans throughout their school life.
Education for Life Transition case workers will be employed for each Hub, to work with families
and mentor children through their first years of primary school. These staff will be the critical link
between the school and the community. They will ensure basic needs are met such as uniforms
and healthy food. They will support the education of students and assist families to assist their
children in their learning needs.
The Transition Support program will include the extended school hours program. A comprehensive
extended hours school activity program will be developed and will include a weekend sports
program for 5-8 year olds and holiday programs.

Stream 2: Mainstream Engagement and Retention
Primary School
The Primary School support program will be an extension of the transition program, and the
Individual Education plan for students.
The Primary School support program will address the age related needs of students as they
progress through school.
The program will include all aspects involved in the transition support program including one
on one education plans, family support, outside school hours programs, weekend and holiday
programs.
The Education for Life program will work with partner schools to include a social and emotional
development program and cultural program into their core curriculum.

Middle School & Senior School
There are widespread anecdotal reports of children from disadvantaged backgrounds falling out of
the secondary schooling system in the Northern Territory. Figures for retention and performance
substantiate these reports.
In our opinion there is currently no adequate secondary schooling structure and system supporting
the engagement, enrolment and ongoing educational success of our children in a comprehensive
way.
In the first instance the Education for Life program for Middle School and Secondary School
students will include one on one education plans, family support, outside school hours programs,
weekend and holiday programs.
An Integrated Service Approach to Social Inclusion
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Education for Life will work with partner schools to implement the recommended education strands
and outcomes as recommended in The Alice Springs Town Camps Education Project.
In the first year of the Education for Life program, a partnership with NTDET will be sought to
comprehensively review the secondary schooling needs of our children, taking into consideration
models such as the Harlem Children’s Zone and other models of best practice.

Tertiary - Workforce
The Education for Life team will provide comprehensive support to students through their individual
education plans in preparation for Tertiary study or workforce engagement.
Partnerships with Job Network providers and Tertiary Institutions will be developed further through
the Hubs.
Students progressing to Tertiary study will receive mentoring, support through ongoing case
management. Additional case workers may be required into the future to support this program
area.

Stream 3: Wrap around Support Services Reducing Risk
Multi-Disciplinary Team
The Education for Life Program will again mirror the Harlem Children Zone program with the
development of a multi-disciplinary team including health promotion educators and psychologists.
The role of the health promotion educators has been discussed.
An educational psychologist will provide assessment, educational planning support and family
intervention.
A psychologist specialising in family based therapy, but also qualified to undertake assessment
work, will focus on the social and emotional needs of the child and family.
Between them they will run the parenting program.
Many children and families are suffering from extreme trauma and grief. The underlying emotional
health stress within our community is rarely addressed.
The psychologists will focus on the whole of family in addressing the educational needs of children.
The Multi-disciplinary team will include the Transition and Engagement Support workers. These
workers will provide outreach to families and will be responsible for the case work involved with
one-on-one education plans. They will work with Early Education staff, primary schools and
secondary schools in their support of students. Based within the allied health team, their case
planning and support will integrate these critical aspects of educational need.

Specialist Teaching Unit and Extended Hours School workers
Children living in the Housing Associations often speak English as a second, third or fourth
language. It is for this reason that Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL – the
new ESL) must be an approach included in our Early Childhood Program. The Early Childhood
Education program will focus heavily on English numeracy and literacy, exposing and teaching
children to be fluent and proficient in English as one of their dominant languages.
Specialist teachers will be recruited in the areas of IT, dance, music, physical development and
language. These teachers will provide children with access and exposure to broad curricula
An Integrated Service Approach to Social Inclusion
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all aimed at improving educational outcomes and providing children with the best platform of
education and skills for their future.
Cultural educators will also be engaged to ensure access and inclusion in the curriculum of
Aboriginal culture and first language.
The Specialist teachers will operate in the formal school hours program, as well as providing
sessions fro the extended school program including weekends and school holidays.

Staff Complement
As with the Harlem Children’s Zone, the Education for Life program will recruit and set standards
for the best educators in the nation to join the team. A full professional staff compliment will include:
•• Education for Life Director
•• Early Childhood Educationalists - Specialists
οο

The Early Childhood Program Coordinator (0-8) will be a qualified early childhood
educationalist with additional training in the family strengths based approach.

οο

Specialist Early Childhood Development workers will be employed for each Hub. Local
early Childhood support workers will be employed within the community.

οο

To ensure quality control and local employment, an early Childhood Development
trainer will be employed to train staff on-site, to mentor and oversight work practice
across the Hubs. This position will work closely with the Program Coordinator.

•• Multi-disciplinary team – psychologists, health & nutrition educationalists;
οο

Education engagement and Transition support workers (male and female) case load
of eight students and families plus grass roots engagement work

οο

2 child and family psychologists – 1 Educational psychologist and 1 specialist family
and individual counselling– also providing assessment work

οο

Health promotion and Education workers - focusing on maternal health education and
support, but also providing family health education & referral

οο

1 nutritionist – ensuring strong food program, contributions from parents, education
and monitoring across all sites

Specialist teachers
•• TESOL program
οο

Language staff specialised in teaching English, as a second language will be
employed. One specialist per 3 Hubs will be engaged to work comprehensively with
students and families (daily intensive education per Hub plus follow up tutoring,
homework support and parenting support)

•• Cultural Program – Elders & educationalists
οο

Cultural program educationalists will be employed from within the community. These
staff will provide cultural program content through the early childhood program. The
An Integrated Service Approach to Social Inclusion
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Education for Life program will liaise with partner primary schools to include cultural
program content as part of making school ready for children,
οο

Tangentyere will work in partnership with Akeyulerre to provide the cultural program
delivery, engaging elders, and specialists within the Aboriginal community.

•• Extra Curricula/Extended School hours and Holiday program
οο

1 Computer and IT teacher

οο

1 Music teacher

οο

1 dance teacher

οο

1 physical education teacher

οο

2 EFT Languages teacher (Aboriginal language/Asian Language)

οο

8 Extended school program workers (covering after school hours, weekend sessions
and holiday programs along with the identified teachers, and support workers to also
assist through school holidays)

(NOTE: the specialist teachers are all based on 1FTE as they will provide regular weekly sessions
in each of the Early Childhood Learning programs, as well as after-school, weekend and school
holiday programs for children through primary and secondary ages)

Ready Schools
It is widely accepted that for education to be successful, students need to feel welcomed and
included in their schools, with a representation and regard for their culture.
The Education for Life program will work directly with schools, developing relationships, creating
individual education plans and providing support within classrooms as requested. The relationship
between students and their support worker will be built , within a school partnership, to assist the
school-student relationship.
The Education for Life Director will develop relationships with both primary and secondary schools,
to discuss how best the Education for Life program can support schools to be ready for their
students.
The Education for Life cultural program will be available for schools to access as part of being
ready for their students.

Tracking people and progress - data
The Alice Springs Town Camps Education Project recommended that Strand 2 of the education
platform be Tracking people and progress – data.
The Hub Data Manager position (allowed for in the Hub Development costs) will also take
responsibility in the first instance of tracking the data of all students in the Education for Life
program.
The Data Manager will work with staff to develop data collection and management tools. The data
manager will work with NT Department of Education (NTDET) and the Australian Government’s
Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR) to develop and
manage the tracking and data of students.
An Integrated Service Approach to Social Inclusion
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Evaluation
There is a desperate need at an international level to evaluate programs such as Education for
Life. Funding for a rigourous ongoing external evaluation - has been included in the funding.
A survey of recent early childhood interventions and perusal of earlier reviews on
Indigenous intervention has exposed the paucity of high quality, broad-scale evidence for
effective programs.50

In addition to, and integral to program evaluation, is the assessment of child development and
well being. It is critical that assessment tools that are sensitive and respectful of the cultural life
of children are used as part of this program. while standards mainstream tools for assessing
numeracy and literacy will be part of the educational programming, social and wellbeing measures
will ensure cultural safety. It is considered that “mainstream assessment tools are not effective and
undervalue Indigenous skills, values and developmental processes”51
Most assessment tools are normed on non-indigenous populations. It is imperative that evaluation
and student development is assessed using culturally normed assessment tools.
The Education for Life psychologists and Early Childhood specialists will be integrally involved in
ensuring quality evaluation and appropriate assessment methods.

50
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Part 4: Education for Life - HUB roll out

The child population across the Housing Associations varies. The Housing Associations with the
largest numbers of children will be targeted first. Yarrenyty Arltere Learning Centre and Hidden
Valley Community Centre, with established intergenerational Hubs and large numbers of children
will be the first to be recruited. YALC is now entering a new phase of service provision with Early
Childhood being the core focus. HVCC has recently had its infrastructure upgraded to provide for
Early Childhood programs. Both have a history of educational support programs and are ready for
program implementation.
Four other Hubs have been targeted for phase 1 introduction of the program. Staffing need has
been determined based on population base. In the first year of operation however, staffing levels
will be provided to meet minimum needs and estimated engagement for year 1 and 2. Growth has
been anticipated with expected increased engagement after years one and two.
Phase 1 roll out will include Education for Life program based at Anthelk Ewlpaye (Charles Creek).
This will become the Early Childhood program for 4 closely located communities of Anthelk
Ewlpaye, Kunoth. Scruttons and Lhenpe Artnwe (Hoppies). Lhenpe Arntwe does not have an
infrastructure intact for this program, however their social need is high. Anthelk Ewlpaye will cater
to all children in that living area of Alice Springs.
Nyewente (Trucking Yards) has a high population of children and an existing Community Facility
ready to become a Hub and Early Childhood Education Centre. This program will support children
from Anhelke (Namatjira).
Mpwetyerre (Abbotts) has a relatively small population however the numbers of children is high. It
has ready infrastructure for a smaller scale Education for Life program
Karnte/Anthepe are situated in geographically isolated areas with no public transport. The
recent commencement of the Hub will be augmented by the Education for Life Program. These
communities have high mobility and many children are currently disengaged from education.
The timeline for Phase 1 is expected to occur over a 2 year period, however this will be monitored
against staff recruitment.
Phase 2 (time frame to be determined) will see the remaining Education for Life units staffed
and operating. The roll out of the program will be dependent on recruitment of qualified staff. The
wages and structure of the program is hoped to attract high quality people. Staffing and recruitment
is a key issue in Central Australia.
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HUB

Population

Ewyenper Atwatye

Very high

(Hidden Valley)

Yarrenyty-Arltere

Very high

(Larapinta Valley)
Anthelk Ewlpaye
(Charles Creek)/ Kunoth/
Scruttons/ Lhenpe Artnwe
(Hoppies)
Nyewente (Trucking
Yards) &

High when
combined
across 4
locations
High

Anhelke (Namatjira)
Mpwetyerre (Abbotts)

High for
population

Anticipated
Staff need
4 Early
Childhood
Workers

Yr 1 staffing
1 Early Childhood
Specialist

2 Engagement
& transition
workers
3 early childhood
workers

1 Early Childhood
Support Worker

YR 2
onwards
Additional
based on
assessment
of ongoing
need, Yr 1.

1 Engagement &
Transition support
worker

2 transition
workers
2 Early
childhood
workers
2 transition
workers
2 Early
childhood
workers
2 Transition
worker
2 Early
1 Early Childhood
childhood worker Specialist
1 Transition
worker

1 Early Childhood
Support Worker
(Incorporating
engagement and
transitions support)
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HUB

Population

Karnte/Anthepe

moderate

Anticipated
Staff need
2 Early
childhood
workers
2 Transition
worker

Ilparpa &

moderate

Ilyperenye (Old Timers)

Bassos / Mt Nancy/ Aper
Alwerrknge (Palmers)

Inarlenge (Little Sisters)

Ilperle Tyathe (Walpiri)

Akngwertnarre

moderate

small

small

small

(Morris Soak)

2 Early
childhood
workers
2 Transition
worker
2 Early
childhood
workers
2 Transition
worker
2 Early
childhood worker
1 Transition
worker
2 Early
childhood worker
1 Transition
worker
2 Early
childhood worker
1 Transition
worker
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Yr 1 staffing
1 Early Childhood
Specialist
1 Early Childhood
Support Worker
1 Engagement &
Transition support
worker
Needs assessment
Anticipated
1 Early Childhood
Specialist
1 Early Childhood
Support Worker
(include.
Engagement &
transition support)

YR 2
onwards
Additional
based on
assessment
of ongoing
need, Yr 1.
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Yr 2
Staffing

Yr 1

Education for Life Director – Education Specialist
The Early Childhood Program Coordinator (0-8)

1 EFT
1 EFT

Qualified early childhood educationalist
Early Childhood Education Specialists

6 EFT

Estimated

6 EFT

5 EFT
(additional)
Estimated

need TBA

5 – 7 EFT
Estimated

Local Childhood Support workers
Early Childhood Development trainer

(additional
staff)

1 EFT
Multi-disciplinary team
Education engagement and Transition support workers

5 EFT

Child and family psychologists (assessment, counselling,
family work, transition support)
Educational psychologist

TBA on
emerging
need

1 EFT
1 EFT

Family based psychologist
Health promotion and Education team
Health Promotion Specialist in Maternal Health

1 EFT

Aboriginal Health promotions support workers
Nutritionist

2 EFT
1 EFT

Specialist teachers/Extended School hours and Holiday program
Cultural Program – Elders & educationalists
Language Specialists

2 EFT

TESOL

1 FTE

Aboriginal Language Teacher

0.5 FTE

Asian Languages teacher

0.5 FTE

Estimated 1
EFT
Estimated 0.5
Estimated 0.5

1 Computer and IT teacher
1 Music teacher
1 dance teacher
1 physical education teacher
Extended School program workers

1 FTE
1 FTE
1 FTE
1 FTE
6 FTE

Estimated 2
FTE
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EDUCATION FOR LIFE PROGRAM

Funding
A full cost benefit analysis of this program should be undertaken prior to final impelementation.
As it stands the total annual costs of this program is $4.09M and represents an investment of
$10,229/child/annum (catering for 400 children and young people and not including parents)		
													
Currently the children and young people living in Town Camps face high risk of engagement in
the child protection and/or criminal justice system, high levels of risk of engagement in substance
abuse and high level risk of serious health problems. Many face the risk of poverty.
This investment will be repaid through decreased health costs, criminal justice costs, social service
costs as well as benefits from contribution to economies and social life.					
				
The current cost of incarceration ranges from $53,000-over 100,000 per annum per person.
The average cost of institutional care for petrol sniffers is $160,000 per person per year.
High Risk individuals can cost between 500,000 - $1M per annum of institutional one on one care.
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INVESTMENT

SECTION 6
INVESTMENT

An integrated Service Approach to Social Inclusion: Bringing Alice Springs together
Social inclusion and poverty eradication needs a generational approach, and a long term
commitment to fundamental change. The proposed model combines two core strategies – the
first is to create locational community driven response to social and economic inclusion, and
the second is to work towards a high standard of universal education. The strategic arms of the
approach are:
1. Integrated Service Hubs – Community Hubs.
2. Universal Education – Education for Life.

The cost of the initiatives proposed are

HUBS

YR 1

YR 2

YR 3

$2,844,880

$4,093,680

$4,093,680

$3,947,250

$4,235,040

$4,091,670

$6,792,130

$8,328,720

$8,185,350

Education for Life

TOTAL

The proposal will establish 10 Community Hubs and 11 Education for Life Centres. It will support
our mainstream schooling system and create inclusion for all. The proposal will support up to 2000
people at an average cost per annum of $4,093/person. Given the depth of need, this investment
will be re-paid in education, health, and economic outcomes.
The Australian Government is currently investing $8M per Family and Community Centre, in 36
locations across Australia, with operating budgets of $1.5M p/a.
Tangentyere’s Integrated Service Approach to Social Inclusion will operate at a cost of $744,122
p/a per Community Centre/Education for Life Program.
A full costing can be provided upon request.
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IN CONCLUSION

														
SECTION 7
														
														
IN
CONCLUSION
		
														
														
An integrated Service Approach to Social Inclusion: Bringing Alice Springs together, aims to
eradicate poverty in the long term, by creating social inclusion, high standards of early childhood
education and educational support through life.
The demographics of Alice Springs is sobering. By 2020 nearly half the population will be
indigenous. The levels of poverty facing Aboriginal people in the region will mean that the majority
population will be living in poverty.
The only way to change the future for our children is to invest in a long term solution that is based
on strength, ability and opportunity. We must set standards that are above and beyone anything
we have sought before. We must expect the highest level of education and opportunity for our
children, many of whom show exceptional ability.
The proposal will support over 2000 people who are living in the most impoverished conditions in
our country. An investment of less than $5,000 per person per annum will achieve a generational
change for these children and communities.
We must aim for high quality universal education and we must aim to eradicate poverty.
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